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ABSTRACT
The development of the photo-catalysis field is limited by a 
deficient quantitative assessment of photo-activity. The interplay 
between mass and momentum transport together with radiative 
transfer phenomena taking place at any photo-catalytic reaction 
or process makes complex such quantitative assessment. To 
reach this goal, the review studies the measurement, meaning, 
and analysis of three types of observables. The first family of 
observables has the reaction rate and closely connected 
observables as the turnover frequency as central pieces. 
The second family owns the so-called efficiency observables, 
starting from the photonic yield and quantum efficiency of the 
reaction and ending in the global efficiency of the process. Finally, 
the review studies kinetic constant observables. The contribution 
focusses on most rencet contribution analyzing these 
observables in terms of their (adequate) measurement conditions 
and physico-chemical interpretation, in order to unveil their full 
potential in the context of the photo-catalysis field.
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The field of catalytic reactions driven by light has received enormous atten-
tion due to its scientific and technological applications.[1] The photo- 
catalysis research field displays activity within numerous reactions, such as 
the elimination of pollutants, microorganism inactivation, energy generation 
or production of added-value chemicals.[2] In addition, it makes use of 
a broad range of materials, such as the numerous classes of semiconductors 
(oxides, sulfides, nitrides, perovskites, carbon-containing materials, polyox-
ometallates, MOFs, etc.) and metals (for example, plasmonic and non- 
plasmonic, base or noble).[3,4] Finally, it utilizes a high number of different 
reactor types or configurations in close correspondence with the variety of 
the chemical processes to be considered.[1–5] This important and wide range 
of experimental set-ups and procedures lead to the development of a field 
with potential universal application.
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1. The word of photo-catalysis: basic definitions

In spite of the amplitude of the research field and multiple applications, any 
photo-catalytic reaction can be divided into several basic steps, common to all 
of them. The initial step is triggered by absorption of light and subsequent 
generation of an electron (e−) hole (h+) pair, called exciton. For main photo- 
catalysts like titanium oxides, light absorption is controlled by the band gap 
energy of the semiconductor, that is, the energy difference between the top of 
the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band. The second step is 
the exciton dissociation. Electrons and holes must be separated if they are to be 
involved in subsequent chemical redox steps. The exciton ionization energy 
(sometimes called binding energy) should be lower than the thermal energy if 
we wish to have a chance for other than recombination processes. The exciton 
binding energy is mainly controlled by the dielectric constant of the semicon-
ductor. Once dissociated, the next step is charge carrier diffusion to reach the 
surface of the photo-active materials and be able to interact with reactant 
molecules. This process is controlled by the charge carrier diffusion coefficient, 
related to the charge carrier effective mass and collision time, in turn con-
nected with a significant number of physico-chemical properties of the cata-
lytic solid. The fourth step is the charge transfer to the reactant and the 
photoredox reaction. This depends also on a significant number of physico- 
chemical properties connecting the (appropriate) electronic levels of the 
catalyst and reactant(s) as well as of the interface barrier energy. The last 
step is fluid mechanics, taking place in the reaction medium.[1–6]

As summarized in Figure 1, from a macroscopic point of view all these steps 
(except in the last one case) take place with participation of a catalyst defined 
by its spectral response and inherent catalytic properties, activity, selectivity, as 
well as stability, the latter implying the existence or not of deactivation and 
regeneration steps. The first column (“photo-catalyst”) of Figure 1 describes 
graphically this task. The Figure thus highlights the need of a phototocatalyst 
and the two relevant properties to assess photo-activity correspond to the 
spectral response and catalytic activity. As discussed in next sections, the first 
(spectral response) is related to the key property to measure photo-activity, the 
rate of photon absorption (φ).[7,8] This observable defines the number of 
Einsteins (moles of photons) absorbed by a material per second and relevant 
volume or surface unit.[7–9] The second parameter, catalytic activity, can be 
measured using several parameters and observables but it is typically obtained 
under steady-state (or pseudo-steady-state) conditions or extrapolated at 
specific conditions (manly result at time tending to zero).[9] We will discuss 
all of them in next section.

As happens in heterogeneous catalysis and illustrated in the second column 
of Figure 1, a complete analysis of the photo-chemical reaction would require 
to define the active center (and its surface density), the reaction mechanism, 
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and its thermodynamic and kinetic controlling parameters. We note that the 
concept of active center is more elusive than the corresponding counterpart in 
heterogeneous catalysis. This comes from several points but particularly has 
roots in the fact that any photo-catalytic reaction has initial steps exclusively 
related with light and not with any of the chemical (reactant) species. What it 
can certainly have with generality is a rate limiting step whatever it can be and 
thus, we can associate certain structural/electronic properties of the catalyst 
controlling this step. Only in the case that the rate limiting step considers the 
participation of reactant (or intermediates) species we have an unambiguous 
correspondence with classical heterogeneous catalysis. This point will be 
discussed in section 2.4. In spite of the complex scenario, column 2 (“reac-
tion”) of Figure 1 summarizes this task. In subsequent sections, we present 
a summary of the current understanding of the mechanisms (including some 
considerations concerning the active center) as well as thermodynamics and 
kinetic controlling parameters of photo-catalytic processes (Figure 1). 
Relatively fruitful efforts have been published toward the analysis of the radical 
species involved in the key kinetic step and thus the surface radical species 
connected with the active center. Utilizing mainly optical and electron- 
paramagnetic resonance tools the involvement of bare holes, •OH (hydroxyl) 
and •O2

− (superoxide) radicals have been detected in the majority of photo- 
catalytic mechanisms.[9,10] For example, titanium oxides mostly carry out 
oxidation reactions using either bare holes or hydroxyl radicals, while carbon 
nitride utilizes superoxide species and/or bare holes. Besides these reactive 
species, photo-catalysts generate other radicals with limited kinetic signifi-
cance, such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), singlet oxygen (1O2) and other 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the photo-catalytic technology. acronyms: QY – quantum 
yield; QE – quantum efficiency; Ge – global efficiency.
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radical species. The main point for our purposes is that holes and hydroxyl 
radicals are present at the surface of most semiconductors in some kind of 
localized sites. For example, for titanium oxides the presence of Ti-O-Ti-O 
chains to stabilize bare holes and specific (mono- and bi-dentate) hydroxyl 
species seems responsible of the formation of the corresponding radical 
species. Similarly, bare titanium cations and/or anion defects are responsible 
for the formation of •O2

− superoxide radicals.[9,10] Of course, this structural 
definition of the center where kinetically relevant radical species presumably 
interact with surface absorbed molecules (whether the reactant or any critical 
intermediate) is rather limited. It does not give details of the local – medium 
range environment and other structural/electronic details that strongly affect 
the number and properties of radical species formed. In addition, and as 
previously noted, this center could or could not be the active center. In any 
case, what comes clear from the different studies just outlined is that photo- 
catalytic mechanisms always involve relatively simple radical species in key 
controlling steps.

Figure 2 summarizes from a simple point of view the thermodynamics of 
a photo-catalytic reaction. As described in several sources, due to the essential 
irreversibility of the charge carrier attack to the target chemical species in 
photo-catalytic reactions, the necessary and sufficient conditions are that i) the 
redox potential of a substrate to be reduced (Pred) is lower than the conduc-
tion band bottom; and ii) the redox potential of a substrate to be oxidized 
(Pox) is higher than the valence band top. This set of conditions can allow 
reactions with apparent (as this does not fully consider the energy input from 
the photon) positive or negative total Gibbs energy. However, as far as electron 
and holes chemical reaction channels are irreversible, a negative Gibbs energy 
(for the global reaction) drives to feasible (photo)-chemical reactions. The 
mentioned irreversibility is normally a consequence of spatially (taking place 
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Figure 2. Electronic structure of a semiconductor photo-catalyst and gibbs energy change taking 
place in a photo-catalytic reaction. Acronyms: CB/VB: conduction/valence band; Pred/Pox substrate 
to be reduced or oxidized; G; Gibbs function. See text for details. adapted with permission from 
ref. 11. copyright RSC.
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in different components of the photo-catalyst) and/or chemically (charge 
carrier attack generates chemical species not being able to go back in the 
reaction mechanism) separated reaction paths.[11,12]

Kinetic studies are mainly based in the mentioned main radical-type 
mechanisms previously outlined. This clearly differs from classical chemical 
mechanisms. Rigorous introduction of light into the mechanism leads to the 
so-called intrinsic-type photo-catalytic reaction mechanisms.[9,13,14] A lot of 
discussions focus along several aspects of such mechanism but, for our pur-
poses, the first goal is how we can define a meaningful mechanistically derived 
kinetic analysis of the performance of a photo-catalyst.[9–12,15] The numerous 
attempts to reach this goal will be presented and critically analyzed in follow-
ing sections. Particular effort will be thus made in terms of the specific 
mechanistically derived intrinsic kinetics that can render physico-chemical 
information, in turn providing the grounds for the assessment of photo- 
activity and, therefore, contributing to the task summarized in column 2 
(“reaction”) of Figure 1. In addition, intrinsic kinetics is an essential tool for 
adequate scaling of all photo-catalytic processes.

The photo-catalytic process needs to be carried out in a reactor, being 
mostly batch, continuous or semi-continuous configurations used in the 
field. In a photo-catalytic reactor, the two key aspects to consider (aside of 
the chemical reaction taking place) are related to the light–matter interaction 
and diffusion effects. The combination of all physico-chemical phenomena 
taking place in the reactor command the photo-catalytic process. Such 
a general challenge is presented in column 3 (“reactor”) of Figure 1. So, 
summarizing, a complete knowledge of the above mentioned properties 
related to the photo-catalyst, the reaction and the reactor defines (from both 
scientific and technological points of views) all necessary aspects of a photo- 
catalytic process.

1.1. Scope of the review

To achieve the knowledge summarized in Figure 1, an essential tool is the 
quantitative assessment of the photo-activity. This issue is not an easy task due 
to problems mainly originated from a critical point, it is practically impossible 
to define accurately the active center of any photo-catalytic reaction. As 
discussed in several sections of this review, this is essentially beyond current 
technological capabilities. In spite of it, the literature presents a significant 
number of observables used to report photo-activity. As illustrated in column 
4 (“assessment”) of Figure 1, most of the contributions report reaction rates to 
discuss photo-activity. The turnover concept is sometimes used. Most fre-
quently utilized are the (different) efficiency observables. The IUPAC provides 
“exact” definitions of the so-called photonic yield (some-times called apparent 
quantum efficiency) and (true) quantum efficiency observables [16] although 
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the way of calculating them is not unique and many different analytical- 
numerical approaches are present in the literature. From them, we can con-
sistently carried out the analysis of the global efficiency of the process. 
A complementary analysis of the photo-activity requires obtaining the kinetic 
constant of the rate determining step of the mechanism. As mentioned, the use 
of light as energy input of the reaction is a singularity in heterogeneous 
catalysis that should be carefully considered to render meaningful and inter-
pretable (kinetic) results.

The main aim of this contribution is to provide a source describing the most 
important issues for measuring and interpreting activity on quantitative basis 
rather than providing an exhaustive view of all experimental and calculation 
procedures present in the literature. Emphasis is thus put on concepts. 
Experimental-computational tools are nevertheless carefully discussed to highlight 
their strengths and weaknesses in terms of the realiability of their output(s). In 
addition, the review focusses on contributions and concepts leading the progress 
in the last 10 years, that is, those appearing after the main IUPAC recommenta-
dion source for photo-catalysis.[16] Therefore, section 2 discusses modern aspects 
for the assessment of all observables measuring photo-activity, attempting to 
provide a guide of their utility and limitations. We analyze the pros and cons of 
each observable described in Column 4 of Figure 1 to assess photo-activity and 
how we can obtain scientific and technological relevant information from them. 
After complection of the analysis, a summary of the most exciting results and 
future research directions will be presented in section 3.

2. Measurement of Photo-activity

As described in section 1, the measurement of photo-activity is in itself 
a research field with significant activity. In this section, we will analyze one 
by one the main observables utilized in such quest (column 4 of Figure 1). As 
illustrated in Figure 3, [17] we aim to review all observables used to assess 
photo-activity, starting from the simplest and broadly used to those which 
normally require intensive experimental and computational approaches. So, 
initiating the search for the reaction rate, the most common observable(s) 
reported in the literature, or turnover observables we will analyze the photonic 
yield, (true) quantum and global efficiency parameters, and end up with 
a study of the information extracted from kinetic analyses.

However, before carrying out this work, we will make a simple introduction 
to transfer phenomena on photo-catalytic reactions. Normally, to obtain 
a meaningful measurement of activity, results free of transfer limitations 
(diffusion) would need to be considered. Although this is not always possible 
in photo-catalysis, it is highly desirable, particularly if the activity of the 
catalyst(s) is assessed using a single experimental condition. This is 
a frequent case when reporting, for example, reaction rate values.
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2.1. A Brief Analysis of Transfer Limitations

The issue of transfer limitations obviously transcends photo-catalysis. The 
phenomenon for traditional catalytic processes is widely analyzed in the 
chemical engineering field and several reactors configurations and specific 
operation conditions have been developed and well-optimized to reach that 
goal. Although this issue could be of particular importance for fluidized 
processes, in reality the contribution of transfer limitation must be carefully 
controlled to study all (gas and liquid phase) catalytic properties as well as to 
optimize reactions and carry out rigorous kinetic studies.[18] This section does 
not attempt to provide a systematic analysis of diffusion but will focus on 
engineering concepts related to photo-reactors and aiming to rationalize the 
analysis of the phenomena to quantify properly the photo-catalytic activity.

As it is schematically represented in Figure 4 for a gas phase process, seven 
elemental steps can be defined. Step 2 describes the diffusion of the molecule 
from the bulk to the surface of the catalyst. In a typical experiment, the photo- 
catalyst is a porous nano-particulate solid (e.g. g-C3N4, TiO2-based samples), 
in which both, external and internal catalytic surface (at least part of the solid) 
are activated by light. The substrates can move from the surface to the internal 
structure of the material as well. Step 3 is the adsorption of the reactant 
molecules on the catalytic surface, a phenomenon affected by several chemical 
and physical properties of the sample such as acidity, pore size, etc. The 
reaction occurs in light-activated sites, step that is represented as Step 4. The 
evolution of the products is described by Step 5, followed by Step 6 in which 
some of the generated products at the internal sites move from the internal 
porous of the catalyst to its external surface. The final step is the diffusion of 
the products from the surface to the media. Photochemical interactions of 
reactants and products summarized by Step 5 concern a relatively complicated 
process, which demands a deep analysis and is the main subject of this review 
article. Related to transfer phenomena a key and common issue for all (or the 
vast majority of) photo-catalytic processes is the non-uniformity of the 

Figure 3. Parameters to assess activity in a series of samples (Ti-1, Ti-2) used in a photo-catalytic 
reaction. Adapted from ref. 17. Reproduced with permission form Elsevier.
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radiation field. In addition, light cannot activate all potential catalytic sites due 
to void volume or shadowing effects. Both situations are thus inherent to 
photo-catalysis, meaning that “perfect” homogeneity is not always possible for 
light-matter-reagents/intermediates interaction processes, producing transfer 
processes that are difficult to control and understand.[19,20]

2.1.1. Working regimes and rate dependences
Considering conventional thermal catalysis at macroscopic level, if the mass 
transfer steps are fast, the mass transfer resistance from the bulk to the surface 
of the catalyst and from the external surface to the internal one in the pore are 
both negligible. This means that the substrate concentration in the active sites 
can be considered the same of the bulk concentration, so the mass transfer 
does not affect the overall reaction rate. If diffusion of the reactants from the 
bulk to the active sites of catalyst is slow, the external mass transfer resistance 
is high and becomes a critical issue controlling the overall reaction rate. If the 
diffusion effects are important and the external mass transfer resistance is 
negligible, then the substrate concentration profile would vary along the 
catalyst surface.[21]

A nice and systematic analysis to identify both kinetic and transport 
regimes during the (liquid-phase) photo-degradation of benzoic acid using 
titania is illustrated in Figure 5 (panels A and B). A parametric analysis of 
a slurry set-up was carried out using as main factors the amount of sample, 
irradiation flux intensity, the initial concentration of benzoic acid and the 
circulation rate. Using a fixed irradiation flux, Figure 5A describes that the 
degradation rate was independent of the circulation rate for catalyst 

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the mass transfer processes. Reprinted with permission from 
ref. 19. Copyright Elsevier.
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concentration in the 0.01–0.05 g/L region (kinetic regime), while a variable 
reaction rate was detected when the catalyst amount was increased from 0.05 
to 2.0 g/L (transport, mass and/or light, limitation regime). Above 0.05 g/L, the 
rate decreased gradually with circulation rate, which allows identifying that the 
overall rate was not fully controlled by kinetics, with a contribution of trans-
port phenomena. For a fixed flow rate, Figure 5B displays the two regimes as 
a function of two experimental variables; catalyst concentration and irradia-
tion flux intensity. The interaction between experimental parameters will 
define the regime. As represented in Figure 5B, at any particular irradiation 
flux intensity, the rate was constant for catalysis concentration greater than ca. 
1.25 g/L. However, the rate increased with the increasing of the irradiation flux 
intensity. In the low region of sample concentration (0.5–1.25 g/L), they 
describe a “hindered transport” of the molecules to the surface of the sample 
triggered by the sample agglomeration, while at high loading of the photo- 
catalysts (>1.25 g/L), a “shielding or shadowing effect” takes place. The latter is 
analyzed by the authors considering that at this condition, the catalyst creates 
an obstacle for the transport of light to the active surface. This provides 
a physical interpretation of the specific physico-chemical phenomena defining 

Figure 5. (A) Benzoic acid photodegradation rate at different catalyst loadings and flow rates (light 
intensity 9.90 mW cm−2). (B) 3D plot of the degradation rate as function of irradiation flux and 
catalyst concentration. Reprinted with permission from ref. 22. Copyright Elsevier. (C) Experimental 
data (dichloroacetic acid degradation) and simulation results using TDM (two-dimensional model) 
and PMM (perfect-mixing model) schemes (flow rate 13 cm3 s−1; catalyst concentration 2.20 × 10–3 

g cm3). (D) Relative errors between the TDM and PMM models. Reprinted with permission from 
ref. 23. Copyright Elsevier.
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the transport limitation regime .[22] The conclusions of authors can be con-
sidered of general character. The catalytic conversion can be influenced by 
several factors, such as (1) the catalyst surface area fraction not in contact with 
the substrate due to external mass-transfer limitation, (2) the substrate fraction 
not reaching the catalyst surface area due to agglomeration (internal mass- 
transfer limitation), (3) light (irradiation flux) limitations to activate all poten-
tial catalytic sites by effect of scattering and/or shadowing phenomena.

The phenomenological modeling of reaction systems is an excellent tool for 
studying the working regime. Comparison of the experimental data and 
simulation results allows interpreting and quantifying the error made if 
a wrong model is used in presence of transfer limitations. In Figure 5C, 
diffusion effects were studied with the help of reactor modeling results 
obtained using a perfect mixture model (PMM; no diffusion effects) vs. the so- 
called two-dimensional model (TDM; including diffusion effects). The differ-
ence in the output of the models with respect to the experimental data using 
typical operation conditions (see figure for details) strongly indicates that, as 
a general rule, mass transfer phenomena must be taken into account. 
Figure 5D shows the relative errors between the models as a function of the 
reaction time and the recirculation flow rate for a catalyst amount of 3 × 10–3 

g/cm3. The set of data shows that, using this loading level, the experiment must 
be performed at high flow rates (or generally speaking strong mixing condi-
tions). The parametric analysis confirmed a strong dependence of the diffusion 
limitations with the variables; catalyst concentration, irradiation flux, and 
mixing conditions. Mixing (here facilitated at high flow rates) must always 
be as efficient as possible, while there is a compensating optimum between the 
other two parameters. In this particular case, using a concentration of 1x10−3g/ 
cm3, the experiment can use the maximum value of the irradiation flux tested 
(ca. 1.9 × 10–6 Einstein cm−3 s−1 at the liquid interface facing light source). 
However, if the concentration of the sample is adjusted, using the same flow 
condition, the irradiation flux must be reduced proportionally.[23]

2.2. Reaction rate and other closely connected parameters

In (classical, thermal) heterogeneous catalysis a reaction rate measured at 
differential conditions (e.g. conditions assuring similar reactive atmosphere 
for the whole catalyst) and/or free of mass transport limitations (perfect 
mixing) is considered a relatively good and consistent parameter to define 
the (catalytic) merit of a material.[24] Of course, the analysis of activity requires 
to study the stability of the catalyst and, focusing in the reaction rate obser-
vable, its potential evolution through time. A reaction rate can be expressed by 
the multiplication of an Arrhenius-type term of the activation energy and 
temperature and a more or less complex dependence of a term including 
reactants (and intermediates) concentration(s). Contrastingly to the situation 
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in heterogeneous catalysis, the reaction rate in heterogeneous photo-catalysis; 
(i) is usually (although not always as thermo-photo catalytic experiments are 
also present in the literature) measured at isothermal conditions; and, more 
importantly, (ii) does show dependence on physico-chemical parameters not 
mentioned previously in this paragraph.

As it has been demonstrated from the kinetic analyses presented in the 
literature and summarized in section 2.4 of this contribution, a (correctly 
measured) photo-catalytic reaction rate always exhibit dependence on the 
rate of photon absorption (φ) and thus cannot provide chemical information, 
at least in the straightforward way as it does in the case of heterogeneous 
catalysis. Light and chemical dependence are both present in the reaction rate 
and need to be uncoupled to understand the meaning of this parameter. As 
detailed in the following sections, this can be done using several methods but 
the most frequently utilized are the analysis of parameters related to the 
quantum efficiency (to be obtained following the IUPAC rules) as well as 
parameters coming from intrinsic kinetic models.[16]

In spite of this inherent limitation(s), it is this rather common to compare 
photo-catalytic reaction rates. Of course, disappearance of the reactant or appear-
ance of the product should be adequately followed and measured. This is not the 
case in specific reactions like dye degradation, where the bleaching of the product 
is the parameter scanned in a significant number of measurements reported using 
optical methods to obtain the corresponding reaction rate(s). Similarly, when 
studying carbon dioxide reduction several specific analyses like the use of (car-
bon/hydrogen) isotopic labeling as well as careful checking of production of by- 
products (like hydrogen and/or oxygen) need to be carried out to provide a real 
measurement of carbon dioxide consumption. Whether CO2 reduction or any 
other complex reaction is considered, a general framework to check the consis-
tency of the reaction rate requires the testing of mass balances. Understanding of 
the selectivity of the reaction and, generally speaking, considering the balance of 
carbon in all photo-catalytic reactions but also (for specific reactions) of other 
elements, such as hydrogen or oxygen of the photo-catalytic reaction (taking into 
account both the reduction and oxidation counterparts), can provide significant 
information to ascertain the accuracy/reliability of the rates for reactant disap-
pearance or product generation .[25,26]

In any case, assuming a diffusion-free, robust, and exact measurement of the 
reactant/product concentration in the outlet stream, several ways of achieving 
certain level of knowledge about the photo-activity are presented in the litera-
ture. Rates of reactant (or product formed) normalized per total mass or catalyst 
surface area units are frequently utilized.[27,28] The normalization per catalyst 
mass unit could be more insightful from a technological perspective (highlight 
the cost of the catalyst in the chemical process) while the surface area normal-
ization may be more informative about the physico-chemical properties (as 
catalysis takes part at the surface and, in principle, the active site density can 
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be roughly normalized in this way) affecting activity .[29,30] To make short the 
discussion, whatever the normalization of the number of reactive species per 
unit time carried out, none of the resulting observables can render any mean-
ingful information as far as light is not considered explicitly into the calculation.

Yet, for specific kinetics we can extract information from simple methods. 
For example, if the reaction kinetics follows a Langmuir-type equation where 
the adsorption constant(s) are independent of light. In such case, we can 
express the reaction rate as a multiplication of two functions, namely f(Cs) 
x g(φ); being Cs the concentration of the (relevant) chemical species and φ the 
rate of photon absorption. The consistency of the separation of variables can 
be easily checked using spectroscopy. For example, infrared tests to detect 
vibrational modes of absorbed target molecules, intermediates or products as 
a function of light intensity and/or contact angle measurements to check 
hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity changes and potential effects of illumination 
on water. In any case, only assuming kinetic formalisms allowing separation of 
variables, analyses based in the behavior of f(Cs) are meaningful. The rationale 
behind this proposal is summarized in Figure 6 and will be further (and more 
rigorously) analyzed in section 2.4. As a quantitative descriptor of the f(Cs) 
behavior, an interesting work proposes to compare different materials using 
measurements of the corresponding photo-catalyst concentration that allows 
the reaction rate to reach a plateau.[29] Following such proposal, the plot 
included in Figure 6 further utilizes a ratio (ξ) between the sample and 
a reference compound using the “optimum concentration.”[31] Of course, as 
can be immediately deduced from Figure 6, the analysis of the light- 
dependence of the rate should be also carried out in parallel.

Rate = f(Cs) x g(φ) 

Example:

R = k(φ) 

g(φ)  Analysis of the pseudo-kinetic constant as a function of φ

f(Cs)

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the analysis of the reaction rate in the case of kinetics 
allowing separation of chemical and light-related variables. The plot presents the reaction rate 
measurement (OER; oxygen evolution rate) of two catalysts (A, B) and a reference system (0), as 
a function of a variable (suspension volume) dependent on catalyst concentration. see text for 
details. adapted from reference 31. Copyright Elsevier.
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A relatively parallel discussion can be carried out for the turnover frequency 
(TOF) and number (TON) observables. According to the IUPAC, TOF is defined 
in heterogeneous catalysis as the number of reacting molecules per active site and 
unit time and is expressed in inverse of time units .[32] The TON results from 
multiplication of the turnover frequency (TOF) and the lifetime of the catalyst 
(time). For photo-catalysis, the IUPAC defines TOF as the number of photo-
induced transformations (product formed or reactant consumed), per catalytic 
site and per time period. TON is the number of times, n, that the overall reaction 
(the photo-chemical transformation) goes through a photo-catalytic cycle.[16] 

Defining the active site in heterogeneous catalysis is relatively complex but, as 
mentioned in the previous section, cannot be done (in the vast majority of cases) 
with current instrumentation and capabilities in heterogeneous photo-catalysis.

Although, we will only discuss the situation briefly, the research aiming to 
progress in the characterization and understanding of active center(s) of photo- 
catalytic processes is constantly progressing. On one side, we can highlight the 
effort carried out and aiming to measure the number of surface sites in titania- 
related materials. Although a crude simplification of the real reaction active 
center, it is still a challenging task. In this quest, some interesting approaches 
utilized titration procedures to analyze the surface Ti sites and for subsequent 
normalization of reaction rates.[33] Other alternatives (particularly for oxidation 
reactions) may use •OH (or bare holes) instead of cation (Ti) sites to provide 
information about surface sites, although their titration using optical, electro-
chemical, vibrational, and electron paramagnetic tools cannot render informa-
tion (mostly cannot isolate from all present species) about the specific hydroxyl 
(or other) surface species responsible or connected with activity.[9,10,34] As above 
discussed, as photo-catalytic mechanisms are of radical nature, •OH and the 
other radical species mentioned in section 1 are relevant in kinetic formalisms 
and the corresponding limiting step of the reaction rate. On the other side, 
efforts to interpret rigorously the photo-catalytic reaction from a holistic 
mechanistic and kinetic view are in continuous progress. This progress is 
intimately connected with the use of operando and spectro-kinetic 
schemes.[35,36] New powerful approaches should consider adequate matching 
between illuminated and probe volumes (otherwise misleading information can 
be derived) as well as detection capability at molecular level (both for reactant 
entities as well as catalytic solid surface entities) .[37,38] The latter can be realized 
with the combined utilization of tools, such as surface enhanced vibrational 
spectroscopies, modern synchrotron techniques (X-ray absorption and emis-
sion, total scattering, etc.), single-particle single-event techniques, and/or time- 
resolved approaches based in photoluminescence, transient absorption and 
positron annihilation spectroscopies. The combination of the experimental 
information with the one coming from theoretical tools (currently based in 
the use of time-dependent density functional studies of excited states) will 
complete the picture.[9,35–38]
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Summarizing the above discussion, focusing the discussion in the interpreta-
tion of the reaction rate, not taking into account light-related features in the 
assessment of photo-activity leads to limited information that can be only used to 
compare catalysts at the specific experimental conditions utilized in the 
experiments.[39] An adequate experimental design (selection of variables) of the 
photo-catalytic experiments can test a broad range of experimental conditions and 
can lead (using fitting procedures) to a surface response able to render interesting 
information about both the light and chemical dependence of the reaction 
rate.[40,41] In spite of it, the above mentioned parameters (reaction rate, TOF, 
TON) do not provide per se (e.g., directly, without the additional analysis of data) 
any general (independent of the specific experimental conditions utilized) knowl-
edge about the photo-activity of a material. Nevertheless, the almost standard 
procedure to partially circumscribe this type of limitation is to include in the 
measurements a reference material, such as titania P25 Degussa (Evonik), 
a commercial form of TiO2 (20 nm nanoparticles, 80% anatase, 20% rutile).[27] 

This type of approach has been implemented, for example, in two ISO standard 
procedures for gas-phase NO and acetaldehyde removal reactions.[42,43] These two 
ISO standard tests also rely on the measurement of the apparent quantum 
efficiency, an observable discussed below. In other interesting example, the refer-
ence sample is used to calculate an excess ratio (or other equivalent observable) to 
compare a series of catalysts in which each sample rate is reported using the 
concentration where the rate reaches a plateau.[31] Regardless of the specific 
method designed in the literature works, the use of a reference material provides 
a relative benchmark for comparison within a series of different samples as well as 
with other authors.

In short, the assessment of photo-activity using the reaction rate, TOF and 
TON observables and based exclusively in catalyst-dependent variables (what-
ever the case, with or without utilization of reference materials) has inherent 
limitations, graphically illustrated in Figure 6. A complete framework provid-
ing quantitative assessment (i.e., independent of the specific experimental 
conditions used) of photo-activity using available observables (including the 
reaction rate) is described in following sections of this review article.

2.3. Efficiency: a central tool for photo-catalysis

As mentioned, the efficiency parameter defines a key family for the measure-
ment and assessment of photo-activity. It can render a quantitative estimation 
of the any photo-cataytic reaction and process.

2.3.1. Photonic yield and quantum efficiency
According to the IUPAC, calculation of the quantum efficiency requires: (i) 
measurement of a reaction rate in differential, transfer free conditions (as 
detailed in section 2.2), typically approached in photo-catalysis by utilizing 
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initial rates or low conversion conditions measured at optimum experimental 
conditions including an adequate adsorption (dark) period to ensure equili-
brium of the adsorption of reactants; (ii) radiation source reaching steady- 
state regime; and (iii) incident radiation adequate determined using typically 
actinometry or radiometry .[16]

From this point and considering a polychromatic source (the common case 
in photo-catalysis), the apparent quantum yield, correctly termed as photonic 
yield or efficiency for photo-catalysis, follows the general expression: 

ηp ¼
hriA
hqiA
� 100 (3) 

Where r is the reaction rate expressed in mole per unit volume/surface area and 
time and q is the net radiation flux reaching the internal surface of the irradiated 
window, expressed in Einstein per unit time and volume/surface area.

And the quantum efficiency appears as: 

ηq ¼
hriA
he aiA

� 100 (4) 

Where e a is the (local volumetric or surface) rate of photon absorption. Note 
that all observables are average values (A subindex) calculated over the entire 
volume/surface of the reaction medium and wavelength range of the illumina-
tion source.[16] Due to the inherent non-homogeneity of the photon radiation 
flux through reactor spatial coordinates, the values of all observables present in 
equations 3 and 4 are “local” in nature. That is, their values depend on spatial 
coordinates and have to be adequately averaged.

In both cases, the photonic yield and quantum efficiency, the calculation of 
the denominator first requires to obtain an accurate measurement of the radia-
tion flux throughout the reaction medium and thus the reactor. As accurate 
experimental information cannot be obtained due to interference between the 
probe and light, this unavoidably demands for modeling the light–matter inter-
action taking place in a photoreactor. Such task utilizes complex experimental 
and computational procedures and thus “reliable” photonic yield and quantum 
efficiency values are scarcely present in literature reports. In particular, we can 
define two main approaches. The first concerns systems where the reaction 
medium and the catalyst are considered as a single entity to interact with 
light. These systems are called “pseudo-homogeneous” and a typical example 
corresponds to suspended catalysts. The second can be called “heterogeneous” 
and are those where the reaction medium and the catalysts can be separated to 
analyze their interaction with light. A significant number of systems having 
supported catalysts can fall into this category. The different approaches to model 
and solve the light–matter interaction are presented in section 2.3.1.1.
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The adequate treatment of the light–matter interaction is nevertheless 
absent in most cases and values reported in the literature are approximations 
to real values. This is even a frequent case for reports using the photonic 
yield. To approximate the calculation of the radiation flux impringing the 
catalyst, several simplifications are usually considered. Most common are; (i) 
the consideration of a light source as monochromatic and associating the 
radiation flux (fluence) of the light source to a central wavenumber; (ii) the 
utilization of the nominal power of the source or a simple (i.e. not exhaustive 
testing) evaluation using actinometry/radiometry to obtain the radiation 
field intensity; and/or (iii) dismissing any physical phenomena other than 
light absorption in radiation–catalyst interaction.[44,45] The mentioned 
approximations can lead to significant error in the estimation of the photo-
nic yield. The light sources can have a distribution of flux along a range of 
wavelengths. Expect in the case of laser sources, minimum of 50 nm are 
typical. Use of filters may help but to obtain significant intensity it is hard to 
go below 20 nm. The use of nominal power is essentially misleading for 
obvious reasons and the measurement using radiometry or actinometry are 
only real measurements of boundary conditions (as in the vast majority of 
reactors, the measurement tool will disturb the irradiance and cannot pro-
vide a real, spatially resolved, measurement of the radiation flux). Finally, the 
light–matter interaction needs to consider several physical phenomena 
besides absorption. As illustrated in Figure 7, in suspended reaction media, 
scattering of light is as important as absorption while in supported reaction 
media reflectance is of significance. The contribution of the reactor walls is 
also neglected in simple approximations. In all cases, the light–matter inter-
action is reactor, light source and catalyst dependent, and the accuracy of the 
mentioned estimations/simplifications cannot be predicted with generality. 
In the most optimistic case, they can render a semi-quantitative radiation 
flux value. Still many (ISO) standard methods rely in one way or other in 
these semi quantitate procedures of the photonic yield.[42,43,46]

Another important point comes from the fact that equations 3 and 4 aim to 
lead to dimensionless parameters, expressed in percentage. In reality, these 
equations render a magnitude expressed as mole of reactant/product per mole 
of (incoming or absorbed) photons. The corresponding dimensionless para-
meters are discussed in section 2.3.2.

2.3.1.1. Light–matter interaction at reaction media. Calculation of equations 3 
and 4 requires as main task to make a quantitative analysis of the light–matter 
interaction governing the physical phenomena taking place in a photo- 
catalytic process. As mentioned, this section presents the main approaches 
followed in suspended and supported catalysts.
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2.3.1.1.1. Obtaining the rate of photon absorption for suspended catalysts. For 
pseudo-homogeneous systems, the light–matter interaction can be mathemati-
cally described by the radiative transfer equation (RTE). It measures the varia-
tion of intensity through a direction of the space (s) and associated to a beam of 
rays of wavelength λ in the direction of a solid angle vector, Ω. 

dIλ;Ω xð Þ
ds

¼ � κλ xð ÞIλ;Ω xð Þ � σλ xð ÞIλ;Ω xð Þ þ
σλ xð Þ

4π

ð

Ω 0¼4π
p Ω

0

! Ω
� �

Iλ;Ω0dΩ

(5) 

Note that Iλ;Ω xð Þ has wavelength, directional, and spatial dependences. In this 
equation, x defines the spatial coordinates of any point of the reactor (“local” 
value), κλ xð Þ is the absorption coefficient; σλ xð Þ is the scattering coefficient; and 
p Ω0

! Ω
� �

is the scattering phase, usually measured with the Henyey and 
Greenstein phase function for photo-catalytic samples.[47] The latter function is 
expressed as: 

p Ω
0

! Ω
� �

¼
1 � g2

λ

1þ g2
λ � 2gλu0

� �3=2 (6) 

where gλ is the so-called asymmetry factor and u0 is the director cosine between 
incoming and outgoing light at each point of the space. The g factor takes values 
between −1 and 1. Negative values indicates that backward scattering dominates, 
zero corresponds to isotropic scattering, and positive values shows a dominant 
forward scattering phenomenon. The accuracy of the Henyey and Greenstein 
phase function has been recently confirmed.[48]
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Figure 7. Schematic illustration of main optical events taking place in supported (right) and 
suspended (left) photo-catalytic processes.
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Equation 5 assumes that: (i) the emission radiation is negligible (at fixed 
temperature near the ambient one), and (ii) steady state condition during the 
photo-catalytic processes. For non-isothermal process and, particularly, for 
thermo-photo catalytic processes at temperatures significantly higher than 
room temperature, assumption (i) is not valid and approximate methods to 
include the emission term have been presented for suspension (and sup-
ported) systems.[49,50] The incident radiation flux at the reactor wall should 
be taking into account as a boundary condition.

The integro-differential RTE equation is solved by two types of methods, 
called simplified and rigorous ones. Simplified methods attempt to obtain an 
economical solution in terms of computational effort and propose a simplified 
treatment of scattering. They frequently provides analytical expressions to 
calculate the integral part of equation 5. On the contrary, rigorous methods 
rely in the numerical solution of the equation and are exact as far as enough 
computational effort is carried out to obtain a stable (converged value within 
expected error) solution when increasing the number of numerical steps/ 
cycles of the spectral/spatial/directional discretization used to solve the inte-
gral and differential parts of equation 5 .[51]

In any case, irrespective of the method, the solving of the RTE requires 
measuring (or obtain from previous information) the optical properties of the 
system. A dimensional analysis by the Buckingham π theorem of equation 5 
indicates that optical dimensionless parameters are the optical thickness (βλL0; 
where beta is the extinction coefficient, βλ = κλ+σλ) and the scattering albedo 
( σλ

βλ
). Thus, the three optical parameters (beta, alpha, and kappa) should be 

obtained using independent optical measurements. Moreover, the asymmetry 
factor utilized in the Henyey and Greenstein phase function should be also 
obtained in the procedure.

The general methodology followed to obtain the mentioned parameters is 
illustrated in Figure 8. Using a UV spectrometer and a spectroscopic-grade 
cuvette, the extinction coefficient as well as the reflectance and transmittance 
of the medium can be measured for the liquid phase (water, water: methanol, 
or any other reactive mixture utilized in the experiments measuring reaction 
rates) at different catalyst concentrations. Normally, the cuvette has a rather 
low light path (0.1–0.5 mm) and the ray propagation through the media can be 
modeled as a one-dimensional (x parameter in the middle panel of the Figure) 
one-directional (a single angle along the x coordinate, in the Figure called θ 
and its cosine μ) phenomenon. The corresponding RTE of the cuvette can be 
thus solved very fast, considering the cuvette walls (which transmittance and 
reflectance are experimentally measured) as boundary conditions. The optical 
coefficients (described at the right of Figure 8) are obtained by a non-linear 
fitting procedure, which use the transmittance and reflectance as objective 
functions. This procedure is carried out for a sufficient number of wavelengths 
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to measure the above mentioned coefficients within the emission range of the 
light source, rendering the result presented at the right for an anatase TiO2 
sample (bottom-right part of Figure 8).[47] The example shows a significant 
variation of the parameters as a function of the wavelength that needs to be 
considered in the calculations. Even for relatively limited wavelength ranges of 
light excitation, this appears as a critical point in order to obtain accurate 
information to solve posteriorly the RTE in a reactor.[52] Interestingly, we note 
that recent approaches provide new procedures (yet to be fully tested) to 
measure the optical properties of the solid suspension using laboratory reac-
tors instead of spectroscopic cells/cuvettes.[53]

Of course, the values of the optical coefficients are specific for the reaction 
medium but critically depend (particularly the scattering and absorption 
coefficients) on the primary/secondary particle size of the materials (in turn 
depending on the catalyst nature and concentration and reaction medium). 
The size of the aggregates formed in the liquid phase may trigger that certain 
fraction (internal fraction) of the material cannot be excited by light.[23,54,55] 

So, this type of “void” volume (closely related terms used in the literature and 
describing the phenomenon are “shadowing effect,” “blocking effect,” “shield-
ing effect,” “dead volume,” etc.) would need to be considered in calculations.

The mathematical-numerical grounds for simplified and rigorous numerical 
methods to solve the RTE were summarized in classic books.[56,57] As men-
tioned, they differ in the exact way scattering is modeled in the system. This 
contribution does not aim to provide a detail review of the works discussing 
these methods. Yet, we again stress that most utilized “simplified” ones are based 
in a very coarse directional discretization, such as two-flux models for zero [58] 

and greater than zero [59,60] reflectance, the six-flux model, [61–63] or others such 

Figure 8. Schematic representation of the procedure to obtain optical-related coefficients for 
suspended catalysts. Symbols: L length of the cell, x spatial coordinate, θ directional coordinate, 
and μ director cosine.
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the probabilistic approach for dense particulates.[64] As mentioned, they afford 
economy in calculation at the expense of accuracy.[65,66] Rigorous methods 
currently utilized are the discrete ordinate method, [67,68] the finite volume 
method [69,70] and those based in the Mote Carlo type algorithm.[71,72] The latter 
finds also application as a simplified method and/or to contrast with the output 
of other methodologies here mentioned. The discrete ordinate method discre-
tizes the RTE and transforms the integro-differential equation in a system of 
algebraic equations.[73–75] The finite volume method divides the computational 
domain into a number of control volumes and the solid angle is discretized into 
a number of finite elements.[76,77] Monte Carlo is not based in the discretization 
of directional/spatial variables but in the use of random numbers to generate 
trajectories and fates of the photons existing the light source or entering into the 
reactor window.[70,78,79] Monte Carlo methods were also used to test experi-
mental set-up(s) to approximately calculate the local volumetric rate of photon 
absorption using optical measurements at the wall of the reactor.[80,81]

Figure 9 illustrates the main steps to obtain the local volumetric rate of 
photon absorption. Using the information extracted from Figure 8 and 
presented at the left of the figure, the task requires, as a central piece, to 
model the reactor. In the example selected, the incident radiation is apical 
and needs to be measured using actinometry and/or radiometry. This and 
the walls of the reactor constitute the boundary conditions. At the corre-
sponding interfaces, transmittance, reflectance, and refraction (the latter 
particularly at reactor walls) need to be considered.[8,9,47,82] The reactor 
(central panel) is here analyzed by the discrete ordinate method with a two- 
dimensional (radius and height, called r and z, respectively) two-directional 
(two angles, θ and ϕ) model. In this case, the spatial discretization (∆r, ∆z) is 
graphically described in the top plot of the central panel. In the central plot of 
the central panel, the discretization of the directional variables (represented 
by their director cosines values, called μ and η) is presented. The procedure 
selects the director cosines in such a way that it attempts to optimize the 
integration in equation 5 using Gauss-Legendre quadrature. The bottom 
figure of the central panel indicates how the boundary conditions have to 
be coupled to carry out the calculation though the reactor space (this 
organizes the angular variables in four quadrants that drive the way to link 
the angular variables variation when the calculation is progressing through 
space). Whatever the specific method used, the result of the calculation is 
Iλ;Ω xð Þ .[75] After calculation of the intensity, the local volumetric rate of 
photon absorption (ea;v) was computed at each r � z point of the reactor 
following equation 7. 

ea;v ¼

ð

λ
κλ xð Þ � òΩ¼4π Iλ;Ω xð ÞdΩ dλ (7) 
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The integration of the intensity itself is the radiation flux. The panels at the 
right of Figure 9 show the ea;v observable for a section (r-z) of the reactor. The 
reactor volume is generated using r-z sections around the polar angle (rotating 
through the central axis of the reactor, see central panel of Figure 9). By 
symmetry, they are the same as the one presented. The figure includes two 
panels corresponding to two different concentrations of the catalyst.

In a brief summary, this section attempts to highlight the standard proce-
dures and main problems to obtain the real (“quantitative”) value for the 
observables described in equations 3 and 4. Both numerical and experimental 
sources of error should be considered. Considering the denominator of the 
equations, numerical errors can be avoided with rigorous methods as far as 
convergence is achieved in the observable values when decreasing the step in 
the discretization of all variables (spatial, directional, and spectral). This is 
time consuming but the limit of this process is fixed by the total error expected 
in the photonic yield or quantum efficiency. The experimental issue can have 
multiple sources. As discussed above, adequate measurements (and checking) 
of the optical properties and the radiation flux at boundary conditions is 
required in order to render meaningful results. As a rule of thumb, typical 
error in the estimation of the reaction rate is between 5% and 10% and in the 
volumetric rate of photon absorption can be more than twice. More impor-
tantly, the existence of a void volume is, as mentioned, experiment (sample, 

Figure 9. Schematic representation of the procedure to obtain the volumetric rate of photon 
absorption. Symbols: r,z spatial coordinates, θ,ϕ directional coordinates, η,μ director cosines.
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light, and reaction medium) dependent and unavoidable in most experimental 
conditions. Although recognized, the solving of this problem has been, how-
ever, dismissed in the literature and requires careful analysis to provide correct 
values for the observables.[23,26]

2.3.1.1.2. Obtaining the rate of photon absorption for supported catalysts. For 
a significant number of supported systems, the reaction medium does not 
participate in the light–matter interaction. When it does, for example, for 
acetone or dyes in significant concentration and under specific excitation 
wavelenghts, it can be modeled separately to a good degree of approximation. 
Also, phenomena taking place at the catalyst and considering (light-absorbing) 
adsorbed molecules would need to be considered. In any case, when the 
reaction medium does not participate, the net radiation flux at the internal 
window of the reactor is the one impinging the catalyst surface, qsup;λ xð Þ .[7] 

This is the observable to be used to calculate the photonic yield according to 
the IUPAC.[16] Most of the photo-catalytic processes where supported cata-
lysts are used fall in this “heterogeneous” category. The supported catalyst is 
utilized and modeled as a thin film.

There are several methods to calculate the qsup;λ xð Þ observable, all requir-
ing several steps. As outlined in section 1 of this work, we will not review 
them but just provide a freamework of the main steps and challenges they 
solve. First, all methods require to model the lamp emission using line, 
surface, or volume-type emission models.[9,14,83–85] For LED sources cone- 
shaped or power-cosine models are used.[86] In the central panel of Figure 10 
(top plot) the surface emission model is shown as example. The results are 
typically validated by analyzed the flux vs. distance using radiometry in 
“empty” space. As said, the direct measurement of radiation flux could be 
used, however the difficulty of accessing catalyst (and other elements) posi-
tions in reactors makes this a more complex option, although some approx-
imations can be carried out in specific cases (or reactor geometries) using 
optical fibers and adequately designed step-ups to obtain the macroscopic 
radiant energy balance.[87]

Connecting the lamp emission spectrum (Iλ x;Ωð Þ) with the qsup;λ xð Þ
observable requires more or less complex procedures with several steps. 
In the middle of the central panel of Figure 10 a model of a cylindrical 
(co-axial) reactor is shown to illustrate the issue. Glass (in blue) and 
catalysts (in orange) transmittance and reflectance (experimental mea-
sured data at the right part of the figure) would need to be considered 
to obtain qsup;λ xð Þ. Diffuse and/or specular reflection models are used to 
account for the reflectance contribution in an energy balance. Refraction 
mostly for glass/quartz elements (glass/quartz interface with reaction 
medium) should also be considered.[82,85,88] As schematically presented 
in the equations included at the bottom of the central panel of Figure 10, 
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the ending result expressed qsup;λ xð Þ as a complex (geometry dependent) 
formulae of the transmittance/reflectance/refraction of each reactor ele-
ment and a flux term qn;λ xð Þ. The latter is calculated as: 

qn;λ xð Þ ¼ nGq
λ
¼

ð

Ω
Iλ x;Ωð ÞΩ � nG dΩ (8) 

Where nG is the outwardly directed unit vector normal to the catalytic surface.
Taking into account that the catalyst is a film, the rate of photon absorption 

is defined per surface unit. So, the local superficial rate of photon absorption 
(Einstein per surface area and time unit) is defined by: 

ea;s xð Þ ¼ qsup xð ÞFAs (9) 

Where FAs is the fraction of light absorbed by the catalyst (sample). If 
absorption, reflectance and refraction events describe light–matter interac-
tion, FAs can be obtained using classical (geometrical) optics. Note that, 
through parameters explicitly declared in equation 8, equation 9 requires 
the integration in lambda over the light source emission spectrum. As 
example, the value of the ea;s parameter as a function of the surface position 
of a cylinder (defined by two spatial coordinates) is shown in the panels at the 
left of Figure 10 for two different (titania and ceria-titania) catalysts. In the 
example, relatively limited differences in the transmittance and reflectance of 
the samples (right of Figure 10) lead to a clear difference in the local super-
ficial rate of photon absorption.[89] Finally, if dispersion also takes part in the 
light–matter interaction (liquid reaction medium in specific cases or cata-
lysts with fractal aggregates specifically designed), a “pseudo-homeneous” 

Figure 10. Schematic representation of the procedure to obtain the local superficial rate of photon 
absorption. Symbols: x,yq, x,y spatial components of flux vector q; Fjk Fraction of transmission/ 
reflectance (j = T/R) of the catalyst/glass (k = s/g); Ti, titania sample; CeTi, ceria-titania sample.
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methodology is used to evaluate the photon distribution inside a fixed-bed 
reactor. These methods used the RTE presented in equation 5 [90] or the 
Helmotz equation .[91]

To briefly summarize this section, the calculation of the denominator of 
equations 3 and 4 involves the measurement/modeling of the light source 
emission as well as all optical phenomena taking place in the reactor elements 
(including the catalyst). Light source emission is , normally, accurately mod-
eled with the help of an experimental checking of the intensity through 
distance from the source. For classical “heterogenous” supported catalysts, 
the light–matter interaction within the reactor can be calculated numerically 
as equation 9, implying an algebraic relationship with the optical properties of 
the reactor-catalyst elements [89,92,93] or using Monte Carlo methods.[94–96] 

Simple models only take into account transmittance (absorbance) events for 
each element of the reactor. Dismissing the refraction and reflectance can lead, 
however, to important errors. The accuracy of models presenting a limited 
representation of the light–matter interaction has been scrutinized in the 
literature. Dismissing refraction in systems considering air-glass/quartz-air is 
significantly less problematic than in air-glass/quartz-water.[85] In any case, 
neglecting reflectance and refraction effects can be from ca. 5 to up to 25–30% 
error in the local surface rate of photon absorption value, depending on the 
reaction medium (gas, liquid) and reactor geometry.[85,88,89] If scattering is 
important in the description of light–matter interaction, the sources of errors 
were described in the previous subsection. Importantly, in a parallel situation 
to suspended catalysts, the problem of the void volume, that is, the fraction of 
catalyst volume not available to the light, is also of importance and often 
dismissed to obtain photonic yield and quantum efficiency values. As a general 
result, this problem is a catalyst morphology dependent effect (and therefore 
specific of the system analyzed). Relevant catalyst morphology properties 
corresponds to the secondary particle size and porosity properties.[89,97]

2.3.1.2. Notes on the dimensionality of the efficiency parameters: the chemical 
problem. The units of the photonic yield and quantum efficiency parameters 
(equations 3 and 4) are mole of reactant/product per Einstein (mole of 
incoming or absorbed photons). This has inherent limitations now discussed.

In this context, introducing “chemical information” into the formulation of 
the photonic yield and quantum efficiency observables would provide infor-
mation about the number of charge carrier species utilized in chemical steps 
per mole of photons. In other words, for the vast majority of cases (excluding 
charge multiplication or similar phenomena which, in any case, can be easily 
accounted for in the calculation using a simple constant), it would allow to 
calculate the fraction of photons generating chemistry from the total incident 
or absorbed photons.[26] Thus, the corresponding definition of efficiency 
observables including chemical information drives to dimensionless 
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parameters and renders a real estimation of the light to chemical energy 
conversion. Important to note is the fact that such definition is commonly 
(although unadvertendly) utilized in the literature. For example, when multi-
plying by two hydrogen photo-production photonic yield or quantum effi-
ciency values, see below.

The mentioned fraction of photons involved in chemical steps can be 
calculated multiplying denominators of equations 3 and 4 by the factor 
S defined in equation 10. 

S ¼
X

i
niSi (10) 

where S is a dimensionless constant connected with the selectivity of the 
chemical transformation of the molecule considered in the reaction rate. In 
equation 10, i runs over all products of the reaction, Si is the fractional 
selectivity to product i, and ni is the inverse of number of charge carrier 
species required to obtain 1 mole of the molecule utilized to express the 
reaction rate. This factor can be calculated using the number of charge carriers 
required to produce a single target molecule.[89,98]

To calculate the ni we can use specific information about the mechan-
ism of the reaction but we only need the overall chemical reaction for 
each product. If the product(s) is (are) generated in absence of charged 
species in the reaction medium (typically “free” H+ or OH− species are 
present in water medium with concentrations defined by the pH of 
solution, but absent at all gas-phase reactions as a consequence of the 
electroneutrality), we can obtain the values of the ni observables using 
charge and atom (the number of independent equations are enough to 
render a single solution for all photo-catalytic processes) balances. This 
method can be extended for simple cases where the charge balance cannot 
be easily predicted but is stoichiometrically simple.

Table 1 compiles, as representative examples, the balanced equations and ni 
values for gas-phase oxidation of 2-propanol, [17] toluene, and styrene [99,100] 

as well as the generation of hydrogen from methanol and ethanol [101,102] and 
the reduction of carbon dioxide to common products.[103] Liquid-phase 
4-Chlorophenol degradation has also been considered.[104] These works uti-
lized titania and carbon nitride-based materials. Table 1 thus considers gas- 
phase (six examples) and liquid (last entry) phase reactions. As a curiosity, we 
note that, as far as hydrogen production from methanol (and ethanol) renders 
the products present in Table 1, no matter the selectivity achieved by the 
catalyst, the calculation of the S factor multiplies by two the reaction rate, as 
normally assumed in the literature. Of course, if other product(s) is/are 
obtained this may not be true. However, most works only reported the 
products included in Table 1 .[105] Note also, that the reaction rate expressed 
as methanol/ethanol consumption does not follow such “simple” behavior. On 
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the other hand, inspection of the table allows concluding that this singular 
situation does not take place for the rest of reactions presented. In the case of 
CO2 reduction, it can be noted that by-products can depend strongly on the 
gas or liquid-phase nature of the reaction as well as the specific experimental 
conditions. Obviously, hydrogen can be always generated as a side reaction 
from protons and consuming electrons.

Table 1. Balanced equations and n values for several photo-catalytic reactions.
2-propanol oxidation; ref. 17
Acetone: C3H8Oþ 1

2 O2 þ
1
2 hþ þ 1

2 e� ! C3H6O n = 2

Formaldehyde: C3H8Oþ 7
2 O2 þ

7
2 hþ þ 7

2 e� ! CH2Oþ 2CO2 þ 3H2O n = 2/7

Carbon dioxide: C3H8Oþ 9
2 O2 þ

9
2 hþ þ 9

2 e� ! 3CO2 þ 4H2O n = 2/9

Styrene oxidation; ref. 99

Styrene Oxide: C8H8 þ
1
2 O2 þ

1
2 hþ þ 1

2 e� ! C8H8O n = 2

Benzaldehyde: C8H8 þ 2O2 þ 2hþ þ 2e� ! C7H6Oþ CO2 þ H2O n = 1/2

Carbon dioxide: C8H8 þ 10O2 þ 10hþ þ 10e� ! 8CO2 þ 4H2O n = 1/10

Toluene oxidation; ref. 99,100

Benzaldehyde: C7H8 þ O2 þ hþ þ e� ! C7H6Oþ H2O n = 1

Carbon dioxide: C7H8 þ 9O2 þ 9hþ þ 9e� ! 7CO2 þ 4H2O n = 1/9

H2 production from methanol; ref. 101

Formaldehyde: CH3OHþ 2hþ þ 2e� ! CHOHþ H2 n = 1/2

Acetic acid: CH3OHþ H2Oþ 4hþ þ 4e� ! CHOOHþ 2H2 n = 1/2

Methyl formate: 2CH3OH þ 4hþ þ 4e� ! C2H2O2 þ 2H2 n = 1/2

Carbon dioxide: CH3OHþ H2Oþ 6hþ þ 6e� ! CO2 þ 3H2 n = 1/2

H2 production from ethanol; ref. 101

Acetaldehyde: C2H5OHþ 2hþ þ 2e� ! C2H4OHþ H2 n = 1/2

Acetic Acid: C2H5OH þ H2Oþ 4hþ þ 4e� ! C2H3OOHþ 2H2 n = 1/2

Ethyl acetate: 2C2H5OH þ 4hþ þ 4e� ! C4H7OOHþ 2H2 n = 1/2

Carbon dioxide: C2H5OH þ 3H2Oþ 12hþ þ 12e� ! 2CO2 þ 6H2 n = 1/2

CO2 reduction with water; ref. 103

Carbon oxide: CO2 þ 2hþ þ 2e� ! CO þ 1
2 O2 n = 1/2

Formic acid: CO2 þ H2Oþ 2hþ þ 2e� ! CHOOHþ 1
2 O2 n = 1/2

Formaldehyde: CO2 þ H2Oþ 4hþ þ 4e� ! HCHO þ O2 n = 1/4

Methanol: CO2 þ 2H2Oþ 6hþ þ 6e� ! CH3OHþ 3
2 O2 n = 1/6

Methane: CO2 þ 2H2Oþ 8hþ þ 8e� ! CH4 þ 2 O2 n = 1/8

4-Chlorophenol degradation in water; ref. 104

4-chlorocatechol; 4-chlororesorcinol: C6H5ClOþ 1
2 O2 þ

1
2 hþ þ 1

2 e� ! C6H5ClO2 n = 2

Hydroquinone, resorcinol: C6H5ClOþ 5H2Oþ 6hþ � 2e� ! C6H6O2 þ 2O2 þ 8Hþ þ HCl n = 1/6

Benzoquinone: C6H5ClOþ 1
2 O2 þ

1
2 hþ þ 1

2 e� ! C6H4O2 þ HCl n = 2

Succinic acid: C6H5ClOþ 3H2Oþ 2O2 þ 6hþ þ 2e� ! C4H4O4 þ 2CO2 þ 4Hþ þ HCl n = 1/6

Maleic acid: C6H5ClOþ 26
4 H2Oþ 3

4 O2 þ
47
4 hþ þ 3

4 e� ! C4H6O5 þ 2CO2 þ 11Hþ þ HCl n = 4/47

Acrylic acid: C6H5ClOþ 14
4 O2 þ

14
4 hþ þ 14

4 e� ! C3H4O2 þ 3CO2 þ HCl n = 4/14

Adipic acid: C6H5ClOþ 3H2O! C6H10O4 þ HCl n = 0

Carbon dioxide: C6H5ClOþ 13
2 O2 þ

13
2 hþ þ 13

2 e� ! 6CO2 þ 2H2Oþ HCl n = 2/13
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The same objective of including chemical information in the photonic yield 
or quantum efficiency can be always achieved in aqueous liquid phase, that is, 
in presence of charged species (at least protons/hydroxyls, and typically, 
inorganic cations/anions containing N, Cl, etc.). However, in this case the 
balance of charged species requires to measure the pH in order to allow the 
calculation of the values of the ni parameters. A basic formulation would 
indicate that the concentration of protons/hydroxyls (acidic/basic medium) 
is defined by two terms. The first related to the equilibrium of acids/bases of 
the reaction. The second considers the number of protons related to the 
formation of carbon dioxide (and other products, Table 1) as reaction pro-
ducts as well as the potential formation of carbonates from CO2. Having 
information about the equilibrium constants of acid/bases as well as 
a number of pH measurements vs. time higher/equal to the number of 
chemical species, the resulting information can generate a linear set of equa-
tion. Solving this together with the atom/charge balances would allow to 
obtain the ni parameters through a matrix inversion procedure combined 
with principal component analysis.[104]

The use of the S factor makes dramatic effects in the photonic yield and 
quantum efficiency observables. For example, in Figure 11 we present the case 
of gas-phase toluene and styrene photo-oxidation using a series of W-doped 
anatase samples. It can be seen that the two observables measured with/with-
out selectivity provide different answers about the relative differences among 
samples and, in specific cases (toluene), about the trend through the sample 
series. The inclusion of chemical information in efficiency observables can 
thus give different information. It is not the same measuring the number of 
moles of reactant/products or the moles of charge carrier species utilized and 
thus the real number of photons generating chemical reactions per mole of 
(incident or absorbed) photons.

2.3.2. Global efficiency: from first principles to applied scale
The broad range of reactions and reactors utilized in photo-catalysis at any (lab, 
bench, pilot, industrial) scale requires a parameter that can measure the effi-
ciency of the process at any scale level. Among different energetic parameters, 
the global efficiency parameter (ηT) is likely the most broadly utilized to 
facilitate the quantitative comparison between different photo-catalytic experi-
ment conditions, reactor configurations and thus to determine reactor perfor-
mances. The IUPAC defines this parameter as the ratio between useful (from 
a chemical point of view) and incoming energies.[16] The ηT can be defined, for 
electrical-energy driven systems, as the ratio between the number of reacting 
moles to the electrical power (P) necessary to operate the illumination source: 

ηT ¼
reacting moles

P
(11) 
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One interesting general approach is to consider ηT (eq. 12) as the product 
of electrical efficiency (ηele), incidence efficiency (ηinc), radiation absorp-
tion efficiency (ηabs) and reaction or quantum efficiency (ηq), each 
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Figure 11. Photonic yield (P.Y.) and quantum efficiency (Q.E.) values for toluene (A) and styrene (B) 
photo-oxidation considering or not the selectivity of the reaction. Anatase (Ti-450) and W-doped 
anatase (xWyTi; with x:y the atomic composition on cation basis) powders were used as catalysts. 
Reproduced with permission from ref. 99. Copyright Elsevier.
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observable can be expressed as an a-dimensional parameter, amenable for 
quantitative measurement, analysis and optimization.[106–108] Similarly, in 
the case of use solar-energy-driven systems, the ηT parameter could be 
defined as eq. 13. 

ηT ¼ ηele ηinc ηabs ηq (12) 

ηT ¼ ηinc ηabs ηq (13) 

The ηele is the capacity of the radiation source to transform electrical energy 
into radiant energy (photons). In this sense, the most conventional sources 
used for the photo-catalyst activation are visible or UV lamps (incandescent 
and gas discharge) [14,109] However, these lamps render reduced conversion 
values of the electrical energy input into useful light, whereas the use of light- 
emitting diodes (LEDs) lamps offer a higher energy efficiency, longer lifetime 
and, in certain cases, a more flexible reactor design.[110,111]The ηinc is defined 
as the ratio between the photons that enter at the reactor to the photons 
provided by the illumination source.[112] The ηabs is a parameter that strongly 
depends of the optical properties of the catalysts since it is the ratio of the 
number of absorbed photons to the number of incident photons.[113] Figure 7 
shows two typical situations for supported and suspended catalysts. The figure 
displays schematically the different light–matter interaction phenomena tak-
ing place in both cases and thus relevant for the calculation of ηinc and ηabs. 
Figure 7 is also relevant to define ηq parameter that relates the reacting moles 
per mol of photon absorbed by the catalyst or related definitions, as thor-
oughly described in section 2.3. Of course, some of these parameters can be 
calculated in a single procedure but the final result corresponds to equations 
12/13 .[106–108] These equations own the inherent advantage of rendering 
adimensional parameters and potential to check the efficiency loss(es) taking 
place at each step in the journey from electrical or solar energy to the reaction 
products.

Other, less general ways of measuring the overall efficiency of a photo- 
catalytic process have been reported. We can mention the photo-catalytic 
thermodynamic efficiency factor (PTFE). For hydroxyl-triggered reactions, 
this parameter is based on thermodynamic considerations and defined as the 
ratio of the energy used for the formation of hydroxyl radicals to the energy 
absorbed by the catalyst.[114] Also, for hydrogen photo-production reactions, 
the “solar to hydrogen” parameter (STH) considers the ratio between the 
energy enclosed in the generated hydrogen product vs. the one of the incom-
ing radiation flux.[115] These measurements are, in any case, less general and 
significantly less informative than equations 11–13.
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2.4. Kinetics: general analysis and interpretation of photo-activity

The study of the kinetics of photo-catalytic reactions is here (this section) 
approached from the point of view of extracting information able to provide 
a quantitative ground for photo-activity assessment.

The first critical issue in this quest can be summarized in a simple phrasing 
saying that a kinetic analysis must be carried out rigorously. This task concerns 
(i) understanding the consequences of the local nature of the rate of photon 
absorption as well as the transfer problems customarily present in photo- 
catalytic processes (particularly when using suspended catalysts). As shown 
latter, the tradeoff between these two phenomena is a keystone in reactor 
design and scaling. These two issues together demand that hydrodynamic 
models, mass balances, and the radiation transport equation have to be 
simultaneously solved in each kinetic approach intended.[8,9,13,14] This central 
piece of photo-catalytic kinetic analysis as sketched in the core of Figure 12. 
Note also (ii) that the kinetic model would need to be of intrinsic type, based 
on the use of the rate of photon absorption observable to include rigorously 
light effects in photo-catalytic kinetic schemes. Finally, (iii) a complete scan-
ning of all relevant (light and chemical-related) variables should be carried 
out. Adequate variables and experimental ranges can be obtained though 
a rational experimental design procedure. Making kinetic analysis without 
complying with all these requirements seems of little utility in the context of 
obtaining physico-chemical information for catalytic assessment.

Figure 12. Schematic representation of a general kinetic approach in heterogeneous photo- 
catalysis. Symbols: k: rate constant(s); K: adsorption constant(s), Φ: primary quantum yield.
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The point (i) of the above list is a complex task that we just briefly 
summarize here. For isothermal (Newtonian non-compressible) fluids having 
laminar flow, the modeling of the system includes the simultaneous resolution 
of the momentum, radiation transfer, and mass balances equations consider-
ing heterogeneous reactions as:

Continuity equation: 

Ñ � ργ
� �

¼ 0 (14) 

Momentum equation: 

Ñ � ργγ
� �

¼ � ÑP þ Ñ � τ
� �
þ ρg (15) 

Species i conservation equation: 

Ñ � ργCi

� �
¼ Ñ � Ji þ Ri (16) 

Where ρ is the fluid density, γ is the velocity vector, P is the pressure, τ is the 
viscous stress tensor, g is the gravitational acceleration, Ci is the molar con-
centration of species I, Ji is the diffusion flux vector for species i, and Ri is the 
reaction rate of species i. The set of equations can be solved using computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) considering the corresponding boundary fluid 
and illumination conditions (central part of Figure 12). Equation 16 concerns 
suspended (so-called pseudo-homogeneous) processes. For supported (so- 
called heterogeneous) processes the reaction rate appears in one boundary 
condition. In the case of simple geometries (annular, flat-plate wall reactors), 
a steady-state two-dimensional axial convention and radial (orthogonal) dif-
fusion mass balance can be applied.[8,9,14] Continuous wall reactors corre-
spond to the simplest case to model mathematically. This is usually carried out 
using the plug flow hypothesis and the species i conservation then becomes: 

hγzi
@Ci

@z
¼ aγ Ri (17) 

Where aγ is the ratio of catalytic area to reactor volume and z is the spatial 
coordinate representing the flow direction .[8] The set of equations calls for 
numerical procedures allowing to solving partial and/or ordinary differential 
equations (P.D.E. and O.D.E. acronyms, respectively, at the top of Figure 12). 
The computational problem corresponds to a non-linear fitting optimization 
using initial (guess) values for the parameters shown at the bottom row of 
Figure 12 and subjected to simultaneous solving of equations 14–16. 
Minimization of the error between experimental and model values of the 
reaction rate(s) leads to the final, optimized values of the kinetic parameters.
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The second point is related to whether the kinetic model can or cannot 
provide information about the surface chemical steps of the reaction. In 
a broadly speaking way, this connects with the introduction paragraphs start-
ing the discussion about the active center and whether such center can be 
formulated in an exact parallel way to heterogeneous catalysis. Photo-catalytic 
mechanisms are of radical nature and the study of the radical species combin-
ing spectroscopy and reaction rate(s) demonstrates that a quantitative rela-
tionship can be established. This has been the case for, mostly, •OH (hydroxyl) 
radical mediated mechanisms. For example, literature reports can be found for 
photo-degradation of 2-propanol, [116] acetaldehyde, [117,118] toluene [119,120] or 
hydrogen production from sacrificial alcohols.[121] Others utilized jointly bare 
holes and •OH species for toluene oxidation.[122] This clearly shows that, at 
least, surface information about the generation of reactive centers for kineti-
cally relevant radicals is potentially available. In addition, kinetic isotope 
effects and microkinetic models from spectroscopic data confirm that chemi-
cal species are involved in kinetic relevant steps. Significant kinetic isotope 
effects have been detected in the oxidation of alcohols, [123] degradation of 
dyes, [124] hydrogen photo-production from alcohols, [125] or reduction of 
carbon dioxide with water.[126] Similarly, spectroscopic-based microkinetic 
analyses showing chemical species involved in kinetic-relevant steps have 
been presented for photo-degradation of 2-propanol, [127] acetaldehyde, [128] 

acetone, [129] and the photo-production of hydrogen.[130] While the above 
mentioned articles cannot provide a conclusive proof of a surface-type active 
center involved in a kinetically relevant chemical step as a general case, they 
certainly provide strong clues in this direction for a significant number of 
reactions and catalysts.

So, photo-catalytic kinetic formalisms can be derived from reaction 
mechanisms, which can include light rigorously (utilizing the rate of photon 
absorption) and can have a reasonable parallelism with those schemes typically 
utilized in heterogeneous catalysis. This is the framework required to derive 
the input information (e.g. mechanism) described at the bottom of Figure 12. 
Based in these premises, and considering the three main radical species (bare 
hole, hydroxyl and superoxide radicals) involved in heterogeneous photo- 
catalysis, [1–3,8,9,13–15] a general mechanism can have the steps included in 
Table 2. Note that the reaction mechanisms presented can be applied to 
oxidation reactions, the generation of hydrogen for sacrificial organic mole-
cules (where the sacrificial molecule can suffer the attack of bare holes and/or 
hydroxyls) as well as the CO2 reduction with water. The general mechanism 
considers charge regeneration, recombination, and capture by chemical spe-
cies at surface and/or defects, and the subsequent reactions at the surface by 
target molecules or stable intermediates. Finally, a general step for radical de- 
activation (termination) is included.[8–10,13–15]
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In the table, Cat represents the catalyst, D are localized defects allowing bare 
hole capture and M are surface sites or even chemical species facilitating the 
termination of the radical species. Apart from considering the three main radical 
species, the table takes into account the possibility of the direct and indirect (the 
latter taking place through trapping at surface sites of the catalysts) type 
mechanism for hole radical attack (equations 24/25 for the attack to the target 
molecule).[9,13,14] Using Table 2 and selecting one adsorption formalism (nor-
mally a simple or competitive Langmuir-Hinshelwood saturation type), we can 
derive expression for the consumption of the target molecule and/or any stable 
intermediate (the Ri “term” in equations 16 and 17). The whole task has been 
summarized as the input information and the mathematical formulation of the 
reaction rate (the two bottom rows of Figure 12).

As previously discussed [9,13] and visually described in Figure 13, this usually 
lead to rate expression with target molecule functionalities described as; (i) basic 
or competitive Langmuir-Hinshelwood (L-H) saturation kinetics; (i) zero-order 
kinetic, and (iii) first-order kinetics. In addition, common reaction rate 

Table 2. General mechanism(s) of photo-catalytic reactions based on radical species. Symbols: k, 
rate constant; rg rate of charge carrier generation; [] denotes the surface (subfix “ads”) concentra-
tion of achemical or charge carrier species, Cat, catalyst; D, defect; X, target (reactant) molecule; Y, 
intermediate species; Z, product; and M, radical quencher.

reaction step reaction rate Eq. Number

Generation

Catþ λν!
rg

Catþ hþ þ e� rg (18)

Recombination

hþ þ e� !
kr heat kr½h

þ� e�½ � (19)

Charge Capture and Trapping

e� þ O2 ads!
ke O��2

ke O2½ �ads e�½ � (20)

hþ þ H2Oads!
kOH OH� þ Hþ kOH H2O½ �ads hþ

� �
(21)

hþ þ D!
khD hþD

khD hþ
� �

(22)

Target molecule

Xads þ OH� !
kXOH Yi

kXOH X½ �ads OH�½ � (23)

Xads þ hþ !
kXh Yi

kXh X½ �ads hþ
� �

(24)

Xads þ hþD !
kXhD Yi

kXhD X½ �ads hþ
� �

(25)

Xads þ O��2 !
kXO2 Yi

kXO2 Xi½ �ads OH�½ � (26)

Stable Intermediates

Yi;ads þ OH� !
kYiOH Zi

kYiOH X½ �ads OH�½ � (27)

Yi;ads þ hþ!
kYih Zi

kYih X½ �ads hþ
� �

(28)

Yi;ads þ hþD !
kYih D

Zi
kYihD X½ �ads hþ

� �
(29)

Yiads þ O��2 !
kYiO2 Zi

kYiO2 Xi½ �ads O��2
� �

(30)

Termination of radicals
OH� þM! Products kTOH OH�½ � M½ � (31)
hþ þM! Products kTh hþ

� �
M½ � (32)

hþD þM! Products kThD hþ
� �

M½ � (33)
O��2 þM! Products kTO2 O��2

� �
M½ � (34)
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dependences on the rate of photon absorption are: (i) quadratic-type; (ii) first 
order; and (iii) square root order. Specific models use variable order dependence 
going from 0.5 to 1 [131] or more complex expressions.[132]

As the (rate of photon adsorption) quadratic-type models can describe as 
limiting cases square-root and first-order type models (for respectively, high and 
low radiation flux limits), in Table 3 we displayed the analytical expression of the 
quadratic-type reaction rate of a target molecule and intermediates as 
a (reasonably) general formalism (no matter if the process makes use of 
suspended or supported catalysts). The mentioned asymptotic behavior of the 

-r
X

[X]

 L-H Model
 First Order Model
 Zero Order Model

a b

-r
X

LSRPA or LVRPA

 Quadratic Type Model
 Square Root Model
 Lineal Model 

Figure 13. Reaction rate dependence (rx) with the target molecule concentration [X] (A) and local 
(surface or volumetric. LSRPA or LVRPA) rate of photon adsorption (B). Other symbols: 
L-H Langmuir-Hinshelwood. Reprinted with permission from ref. 9. Copyright RSC.

Table 3. Photo-catalytic reaction rate for the three main pathways of photo-catalytic reactions. 
Symbols: rg: charge recombination rate defined in equation 18; k, rate constants for processes 
defined in Table 2; [] denotes the surface (subfix “ads”) concentration of chemical or charge carrier 
species; X, target (reactant) molecule; Y, intermediate species; and M, radical quencher.

Mechanism type Reaction rate Eq. number

Hydroxyl

Rx ¼

ke kOH kXOH H2 Oads½ � O2;ads½ � Xads½ � 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ4kr rg
p

ke kOH H2 Oads½ � O2;ads½ �

� �

2kr kXOH Xads½ �þ
P

i
kYiOH Yi;ads½ �þkTOH M½ �ð Þ

(35)

Ryi ¼

ke kOH kYiOH Yi;ads½ �� kXOH Xads½ �ð Þ H2 Oads½ � O2;ads½ � 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ4kr rg
p

ke kOH H2 Oads½ � O2;ads½ �

� �

2kr kXOH Xads½ �þ
P

i
kYiOH Yi;ads½ �þkTOH M½ �ð Þ

(36)

Hole

Rx ¼

ke kXh O2;ads½ � Xads½ � 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ4kr rg
p

ke kXh Xads½ � O2;ads½ �

� �

2kr

(37)

Ryi ¼

ke kYih Yi;ads½ �� kXh Xads½ �ð Þ O2;ads½ � 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ4kr rg
p

ke kXh Xads½ � O2;ads½ �

� �

2kr

(38)

Superoxide

Rx ¼

ke kOH kXO2 H2 Oads½ � O2;ads½ � Xads½ � 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ4kr rg
p

ke kOH H2 Oads½ � O2;ads½ �

� �

2kr kkXO2
Xads½ �þ

P
i

kYi O2 Yi;ads½ �þkTO2 M½ �

� �

(39)

Ryi ¼

ke kOH kYi O2 Yi;ads½ �� kXkXO2
Xads½ �

� �
H2 Oads½ � O2;ads½ � 1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ4kr rg
p

ke kOH H2 Oads½ � O2;ads½ �

� �

2kr kXkXO2
Xads½ �þ

P

i

kYi O2 Yi;ads½ �þkTO2 M½ �

� �

(40)
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reaction rate vs. the irradiation flux has been shown to be universal (or at least 
dominant).[133] No adsorption/saturation formalism is included in order to 
maintain generality. The reaction rate expressions summarized in Table 3 are 
derived from the (corresponding radical) kinetic steps included in Table 2 (for 
the hole-radical mechanism we used equations 18/21/24/28/31) and utilized the 
steady state approximation for calculation of all radical species concentrations.

In Table 3, rg ¼ �Φea;sor �Φ
aγ

ea;s for, respectively, supported and suspended 
catalysts, and �Φ is the primary quantum yield.[9] Note that for liquid phase, 
normally, the water concentration is a constant while for gas/liquid phase the 
oxygen concentration is constant as the use of air as oxygen source is fre-
quently considered. Importantly, for (more or less) general expression such as 
those in Table 3 we cannot provide a full separation of chemical and light- 
related variables such as one presented in Figure 6. Nevertheless, there are 
important exceptions. For example, using the high irradiation flux limit and/ 
or considering that recombination is much faster than any other reaction step, 
a square dependence of the rate of photon absorption (and independently of 
the chemical variable(s) dependence, as far as the ones described in Figure 13) 
is achieved and a full separation of variables is possible in all radical-mediated 
mechanisms presented in Table 3 .[9] A few linear dependent expressions 
typical of low irradiation flux schemes may also comply with this requirement. 
The specific conditions mentioned can justify a reaction rate analysis as 
presented in Figure 6. Thus, considering independent f(Cs) and g(φ ≡ea) 
functions may be rigorous. Note that this requires the initial assessment of 
the g(φ ≡ea) behavior vs. radiation flux prior studying f(Cs). Note also that this 
experimental procedure that does not require any computational work.

In any case, utilizing the rate expressions summarized in Table 3 and making 
use of a nonlinear fitting procedure, we can solve the set of (differential) equations 
14 to 16 and obtain the kinetic parameter values. The goal of obtaining physico- 
chemical information from kinetic analysis is driven by the available information 
coming from the fitting parameters extracted from solving the general scheme 
presented in Figure 12. Unfortunately, we cannot access the individual values of 
the kxi (i = OH�, h+, O��2 ) kinetic constants present in Table 2. This would require 
the combination of experimental and theoretical approaches, as customarily 
utilized in heterogeneous catalysis. However, the theoretical counterpart requires 
to setting-up nonadiabatic kinetic schemes over excited electronic states and only 
the initial stages of such procedures are currently available in the literature.[134,135] 

In photo-catalysis, we need to combine the different kinetic parameters (ki: kinetic 
constants, Ki: adsorption constants,�Φ primary quantum yield) appearing in the 
equations of Table 3 in a series of constants, normally from 2 to 6.

Table 4 compiles frequently utilized mechanisms which can be used to extract 
experimental information. They correspond to general (liquid and gas phase) 
quadratic-type mechanisms considering hydroxyl, [136–139] hole [140,141] and 
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superoxide [9] radicals, gas-phase square-root-type mechanisms considering 
hydroxyl, [118–122,142] hole [122] and superoxide [9] radical species, and the so- 
called indirect/direct hole [143,144] and indirect disruptive hole [145,146] liquid- 
phase mechanisms. We note that there are other popular mechanisms summar-
ized in literature reviews, which either do not fulfill the requirements above 
described or cannot render useful information in the context here 
scrutinized.[9,13,14] Also, in specific cases, the rate of photon absorption has 
been included in the fitting coefficients.[147]

From this table several physico-chemical pieces of information can be 
extracted. As a general rule, to extract information related to kinetic constants 
(kxi) one should obtain (independently or within the fitting procedure) the 
values of the adsorption constants (Ki).

One general piece of information concerns the relationship between the 
kinetically relevant charge carrier species rates attacking the target molecule 
and the rate of charge recombination (equations 50,52,53) or the rate of 
termination of such radical species (equation 43,46,61). Analyzing the beha-
vior of such observable though a series of catalysts (having similar composi-
tion, for example, analyzing the behavior of a titania-based system promoted 
with variable quantities of a metal or an oxide, etc.), it is possible to understand 
if the number of (surface) available radical species can dominate the chemical 
behavior of the reaction rate throughout the samples of the series. Bare hole 
radicals are unique in the context of the formalisms included in Table 4. 
Equation 45 only provides information about the primary quantum yield, 
while equation 56 informs about the ratio between rates of the hole attack to 
the target molecule vs. the formation (trough the utilization of “defects”) of 
such radical species. In this last case, information about the hole attack to the 
target molecule would require to utilize the results from equations 56 and 58.

The second main information extracted from the kinetic study in presence 
of stable intermediates and/or co-products (the vast majority of photo- 
catalytic reactions) can be the ratio of kinetic constant for the radical attack 
to the target and stable intermediate(s) molecules (equations 44,47,51,54). 
Such a parameter would thus allow to interpret the selectivity of the reaction 
on physico-chemical basis. It would demonstrate whether kinetic or adsorp-
tion phenomena control selectivity.

Summarizing, rigorous kinetic approaches can render valuable information 
to assess photo-activity. First, they can prove the correct experimental condi-
tions to study independently chemical and light-related variables and provide 
specific expressions for both of them. This provides a guide to utilize analytical 
procedures on rigorous bases (such as the one presented in Figure 6 for the 
reaction rate). Second, Table 4 collects information, which can rationalize the 
activity and selectivity of a photo-catalytic reaction. Because of the non-linear 
nature of the fitting process (Figure 12), it is complex to obtain “useful” values 
(in other words, with error values allowing the discern differences between 
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Table 4. Summary of physico-chemical information extracted from kinetic parameters. Kinetics 
formalisms are primarily defined by its dependence of the rate of photon absorption. Symbols: 
αiconstants defined from physico-chemical parameters; other symbols defined in Table 2.

Kinetic formalism 
Quadratic expression type. a,b,c 

Rx ¼

α1 Xads½ � H2Oads½ � O2;ads
� �

1 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þα2 rg

p

H2 Oads½ � O2;ads½ �

� �

1þ α3 Xads½ � þ
P

i αi Yi;ads
� �� � (41) 

Ry ¼

α1 Xads½ � � α4 Yi;ads
� �� �

H2Oads½ � O2;ads
� �

1 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þα2 rg

p

H2 Oads½ � O2;ads½ �

� �

1þ α3 Xads½ � þ
P

i αi Yi;ads
� �� � (42) 

(a) Note that either water or oxygen concentration is a constant for, respectively, liquid or gas phase.
(b) Linear (low irradiation level; rate expression derived using a Taylor expansion for the square root term) and 

square root (high irradiation level; α2rg≫1) dependences of the rate of photon absorption leads to the same 
parameter relationships and information.

(c) For bare hole mechanism, the denominator becomes a constant introduced in α1.See Eqs. 37,38.

OH� mechanism; useful combination of parameters. Refs [136–139]

α1 α2
kXOH KX

kTOH

2 sites½ �Φ
M½ � (43)

α1=α4
kXOH KX

kYiOH KYi                                                               
(44)

h+ mechanism; useful combination of parameters. Refs [140,141]

α1 α2 2Φ                                                                 (45)

O��2 . mechanism; useful combination of parameters. Refs [9]

α1 α2
kXO2 KX

kTO2

2 sites½ �Φ
M½ � (46)

α1=α4
kXO2 KX

kYiO2 KYi                                                               
(47)

Kinetic formalism 
Square root dependence obtained assuming recombination rate much faster that any chemical step. Langmuir- 
Hinshelwood saturation kinetics. Gas phase.a 

Rx ¼
α1 X½ � H2O½ �

ffiffiffiffi
rg
p� �

1þ KH2O H2O½ � þ KX X½ � þ KYi Yi½ �ð Þ 1þ KH2O H2O½ � þ KX X½ � þ α2 X½ � þ
P

i αi Yi;ads
� �� � (48) 

Ry ¼
α1 X½ � � α4 Yi½ �ð Þ H2O½ �

ffiffiffiffi
rg
p� �

1þ KH2O H2O½ � þ KX X½ � þ KYi Yi½ �ð Þ 1þ KH2O H2O½ � þ KX X½ � þ α2 X½ � þ
P

i αi Yi;ads
� �� � (49) 

(a) For bare hole mechanism the denominator is a constant introduced in α1. For the superoxide mechanism, the 
first parenthesis of the denominator takes the value 1þ KH2O H2O½ �ð Þ.

OH� mechanism; useful combination of parameters. Refs .[118–120,142]

α1=α2
kOH KH2Offiffiffi

kr
p sites½ �

ffiffiffiffi
Φ
p

(50)
α1=α4

kXOH KX
kYiOH KYi                                                               

(51)

h+ mechanism; useful combination of parameters. Refs .[122]

α1
kXh Kxffiffiffi

kr
p sites½ �

ffiffiffiffi
Φ
p

(52)

O��2 mechanism; useful combination of parameters. Refs .[9]

α1/ α2
kO2 KH2Offiffiffi

kr
p sites½ �

ffiffiffiffi
Φ
p

(53)
α1=α4

kXO2 KX
kYiO2 KYi                                                               

(54)

Kinetic formalism (hole only) 
Indirect/Direct hole Transfer model. Complex dependence. Langmuir-Hinshelwood saturation kinetics. Liquid 
phase. References .[143–145]                        

Rx ¼
α1 α2 rg X½ �

1þα3 X½ �þα2 α4 X½ � þ
α4 X½ �þ 1� α5ð Þα6 rg X½ �

2α4

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ α4 α5 α6 rg

α3 X½ �þð1� α5ð Þα6 rgÞ
2

� �r

� 1
� �

(55)
α1

kXh
khD                                                                 

(56)
α3 KX                                                                  (57)
α4 kXhDkO2 O2½ � (58)
α3 kr                                                                  (59)

(Continued)
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samples or other situations) for the fitting coefficients. In this context, a critical 
issue relates to the point whether independent experimental information can 
(or cannot) be obtained in order to corroborate the kinetic model as well as the 
specific information(s) extracted from the above described analyses.

2.4.1. Experimental validation of kinetic information
Experimental validation of a photo-catalytic mechanism is a rather ambitious 
task and generally specking very complex. In most cases, the current status of 
the research field just leads to information to address specific aspects related to 
the involvement of the radical species into the mechanism and kinetics of the 
reaction. Also, using independent experimental information related to the 
adsorption constants and/or surface population of different chemical species 
we can test fitting consistency (and decrease error values of corresponding 
fitting parameters) or introduce such external information into the kinetic 
fitting process to extract specific information about kinetic constants.

In this context, the incorporation of specific (independently obtained) experi-
mental information into kinetic schemes can be considered as the first impor-
tant topic. We have previously mentioned a number of microkinetic studies 
using infrared spectroscopy and aiming to provide mechanistic and kinetic 
information of photo-catalytic reactions. These works mostly analyzed organic 
(particularly carbon-containing) moieties produced by interaction of the reac-
tant and reaction intermediates with the catalysts and can render information 
about the surface coverage of the corresponding species.[127–130,148] As shown in 
Equations 35–40 and similar ones, information about water an oxygen species is 
also desirable. Under relevant (reaction) conditions, water can be studied using 
infrared spectroscopy but oxygen adsorption can be followed by several techni-
ques. Superoxide radical species at the photo-catalyst surface can be directly 
(without the help of probe molecules) detected using vibrational (infrared and 
Raman) and electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopies.[9,10,149,150] 

Alternative methods for oxygen (and other) radical species based in luminescent 
and other probe molecules and detection using optical spectroscopies are also 
available (although the chemical-catalytic effects of the probes are not always 
obvious).[9,10] Note, however, that combining classical (i.e., based in analytical 

Table 4. (Continued).

Kinetic formalism (hole only) 
Indirect hole “disruptive” model. Quadratic dependence. Langmuir-Hinshelwood saturation kinetics. Liquid 
phase. References .[13,146,147] 

Rx ¼
α1 X½ � � 1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ α2rg

p� �

1þ α3 X½ �ð Þ
(60) 

α1 α2/ α3 kXhD

kThD

2 sites½ �Φ
M½ �

(61) 
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methods to obtain reactant/product concentrations) chemical kinetic and (the 
above mentioned) spectroscopic approaches to feed (rigorous) intrinsic kinetic 
studies with surface-coverage data of reactants/intermediates/products is, to our 
knowledge, scarcely applied in the literature of the photocatalysis field.[9]

More broadly applied in photo-catalysis appears the incorporation of adsorp-
tion constant values into classical kinetic schemes. This can have a dual aim. 
First, it can render adequate conditions to decrease (fitting) error and, therefore, 
to choose the more appropriate (numerical) approximations to solve the “full” 
(equations 14 to 16) kinetic formalism.[151] Second, such adsorption constants 

Figure 14. (A) Ratio between toluene (Tol) and benzaldehyde (Bz) adsorption and kinetic con-
stants. ratio calculated using eq. 51 for the photo-degradation of toluene using anatase-titania (Ti) 
and tungsten oxide supported on Ti (TiW). (B) Ratio between kinetic constants for the chemical use 
of hydroxyl radical species and recombination vs. reaction rate of toluene photo-degradation. 
Ratio calculated with eq. 50 using experimentally independent kinetic schemes and spectroscopic 
(electron paramagnetic resonance, EPR) data. The insets show the ratio of the observables 
between TiW and Ti samples. see text for details. Reported from ref. 153. copyright Elsevier. (C) 
ratio between kinetic constants for the chemical use of hydroxyl radical species and recombination 
vs. reaction rate of toluene photo-degradation. ratio calculated with eq. 47 using a kinetic scheme 
and anatase-titania (Ti) and carbon nitride (g; promoted or not with MnOx, denoted as Mn in the 
graph) supported in Ti (g/Ti) samples. (D) correlation plot between the ratio of kinetic constants for 
toluene/benzaldehyde and the ratio between the chemical use of hydroxyl radical species and the 
recombination of charge. see text for details. Reported from ref. 152. copyright Elsevier.
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can be used to extract the value of kinetic constants according to equations 43, 
44, 47, 50, 51, 54, 58, 152 and 153.43,44,47,50,51,54,58,152,153An example of applica-
tion using the photo-oxidation of toluene is presented in Figure 14 (panel A). 
The mentioned degradation reaction generates benzaldehyde and carbon diox-
ide as products over two catalysts, a titania reference (Ti) and another having 
tungsten oxide supported in the mentioned reference (TiW). Figure 14A dis-
plays a comparison of the ratio between the adsorption and kinetic constants of 
toluene (the reactant) and benzaldehyde (the only stable intermediate in the way 
to carbon dioxide), for two catalysts. Opposite trends are observed when going 
from Ti to TiW. Quantitative analysis probes changes in surface properties but 
highlights a “dominant” kinetic origin of changes in selectivity when the tung-
sten component is incorporated over the titania reference.[153] As described in 
the previous subsection for this type of analysis, the effect of light on adsorption 
constants should be carefully considered.

As summarized in Table 4 the kinetic analysis of the fitting parameters can 
also render information about the ratio between the chemical use of kinetically 
relevant radical species and the involvement of such species in the recombina-
tion step. It can thus give a quantitative measurement of the chemical effi-
ciency (involvement in the photo-catalytic reaction) of such radical species. 
This information can be useful in several ways.[118–120,142,152,153] Figure 14B 
plots such observable obtained using independent kinetic and spectroscopic 
ways of measuring the hydroxyl radical species generated using Ti and TiW 
catalysts and utilized for toluene photo-degradation. The activity (reaction 
rate; OX scale in the figure) increases for Ti to the TiW sample. This also 
occurs in the measurement of the OH� radical species attacking the toluene 
(kinetic measurement) or the normalized (considering optical properties) rate 
of OH� formation (EPR measurement). In first place, the positive (to be linear 
in the case for 2, trivial case, or more samples [118–120,142]) correlation between 
OH-related information and reaction rate using two independent measure-
ments proves without doubt that the OH� radical is the (only) kinetically 
relevant radical species, triggering the oxidation of the molecule. On second 
place, the analysis of different kinetic approaches (called “phys” and “math” in 
Figure 14B and differing in the fact that they include or not, respectively, 
relationships between the parameters to provide or not “physical” meaning), 
which can be hardly differentiated using error analysis, can be contrasted with 
the EPR measurement. This allows to select the adequate numerical/physical 
approximation(s) to solve the complex kinetic schemes always required in 
photo-catalysis.[153] A similar study to analyze the charge handling effects of 
the interface between (promoted or not with Mn) graphitic carbon nitride and 
titania is presented in Figure 14C. The plot shows that activity enhancement 
with respect to the parent titania is directly related to the balance achieved 
between hydroxyl radical species generation and recombination, again 
demonstrating that it is the kinetically relevant radical species. Finally, in 
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this carbon nitride – titania composite system, the simultaneous (kinetic) 
analysis of the activity and selectivity catalytic properties is displayed in 
Figure 14D. According to the authors, the study points out that presence of 
oxidized Mn species on the carbon nitride component alters significantly 
activity mostly affecting initial steps of the reaction but not those taking 
place after generation of benzaldehyde.[152]

3. Summary and outlook into the future

Assessment of photo-activity appears as a central piece to secure the correct 
future evolution of the photo-catalysis field. The contribution attempts to settle- 
down and discuss the current state of the art of the knowledge in the field 
considering two fundamental aspects, the measurement and the interpretation 
of the relevant observables. In this quest, we make an exhaustive analysis of the 
all relevant contributions, focussing attention in presenting a concise set of main 
guidelines for the quantitative assessment of photoactivity.

As well known, any catalytic reaction is characterized by its thermody-
namic and kinetic parameters. For photo-catalysis the complete knowledge 
and understanding of these parameters is, however, hindered by the essential 
lack of information concerning the active center from all (structural/electro-
nic and kinetic) perspectives. This is a general fact for all photo-catalytic 
reactions and has direct implications in the assessment of photo-activity at 
any (lab, pilot, industrial) scale. In spite of this problem, the current status of 
the field provides the basis for the quantitative assessment of photo-activity. 
This is currently carried out using a series of different “families” of para-
meters. The first family is the reaction rate and closely connected observables 
as the turnover frequency and number. The second corresponds to efficiency 
observables, going from the photonic yield and quantum efficiency of the 
reaction to the global efficiency of the process. The third family is related to 
the information enclosed in the kinetic constants derived from mechanistic- 
kinetic studies.

For all of them, key yet open (e.g. subjected to active research) questions are; 
(i) securing the report of data free of limitations and, particularly, not affected 
by the specific (experimental) conditions of the experiment and (ii), once the 
previous condition is met, how to extract all possible information from 
catalytic observables. A simple analysis of transport phenomena inherent to 
photo-catalysis showed a more complex situation than the one typically 
encountered in conventional catalysis. The interplay between mass and 
momentum transport together with radiative transfer phenomena (summar-
ized in Figure 12 along a schematic representation of the procedure to tackle 
the problem) was analyzed in first place to discuss the adequate experimental 
conditions to handle transport effects or the exact mathematical procedures to 
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handle them. In this context, the review highlights that equations 14–16 (or 
equivalent ones) are at the core of the analysis and understanding of photo- 
catalytic reactions.

The reaction rate is the most broadly used observable to assess photo- 
activity. This parameter is a function of two types of variables, chemical 
(similar to thermal catalysis and described by the concentration of chemical 
entities) and light-related (obviously exclusive of photo-catalysis and inher-
ently described by the primary quantum yield and the rate of photon absorp-
tion observables) ones. Both types of observables need to be considered in 
order to interpret activity-assessment results using reaction rates. The review 
shows that, in general, they are interrelated in a complex way. Yet in specific 
experimental conditions they can be independently studied. Restraining the 
measurements to regions where the reaction rate dependence on the rate of 
photon absorption shows a square-root dependence (high irradiation level) 
ensures the feasibility of the separation of variables between chemical and 
light-related ones in common radical (hydroxyl/hole/superoxide) photo- 
catalytic mechanisms. So, in such conditions the extraction of information 
from chemical variables or light alone is fully consistent and trustful and both 
can be coupled by a simple multiplication (Figure 6) to fully describe the 
reaction rate behavior. In the remaining cases, a full experimental design of 
chemical and light-related dependence of the reaction rate must be afforded in 
order to present a meaningful comparison between catalytic systems. The use 
of correct experimental design and statistical analytical tools are required to 
provide information in such cases. Table 4 summarizes some of the (up to 
date) general and broadly applied analytical expressions for the photo-catalytic 
reaction rates. To end with this family of activity-assessing parameters, it 
appears obvious that the limited knowledge about the active center strongly 
limits the usefulness of any report based in the turnover concept. Nevertheless, 
the progress along this line is most desired. Although out of the scope of this 
review, unravelling the (geometrical/electronic) structure of the reaction active 
center within a kinetic/mechanistic context would require new theoretical and 
experimental (characterization) techniques among which “single particle” – 
“single event” as well as advanced and time-resolved (vibrational, optical, etc.) 
spectroscopies and time-dependent DFT studies would contribute signifi-
cantly to generate the desired new information.

Efficiency is the general parameter recommended by the IUPAC to assess 
photo-activity at any application level, from laboratory to industry. The review 
detailed how the photonic yield or quantum efficiency observables can be 
measured and computed for any photo-catalytic reaction using suspended or 
supported catalysts. The “dimensionality” of the efficiency observable(s) as well 
as the weakness related to “void” volume (also called dead volume or shadow-
ing) effects were discussed in detail. In brief, the current situation is that the 
procedure(s) to achieve rather accurate calculations of the photonic yield and, 
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particularly, quantum efficiency is (are) well known, albeit they are scarcely 
followed as they require intensive and time-consuming experimental and com-
putational procedures. From the dimensionless quantum efficiency (or closely 
related definitions), the global efficiency of a photo-catalytic process can be 
calculated. The global efficiency (equations 10–13) is the parameter to analyze 
and compare the performance of any catalyst at any (lab, pilot, industrial) scale 
and is thus a central piece to judge photo-activity in a general context. The 
parameter gives a true measurement of the energetic efficiency (or balance) of 
the photo-catalytic process. Moreover, the detailed knowledge of its compo-
nents renders full information to compare in a quantitative way photo-catalytic 
processes carried out at different experimental conditions (light sources, sub-
strate, operation conditions, etc.) and scale.

The third family to assess photo-activity is connected with the information 
extracted from kinetic formalisms. The kinetic formalism for any photo-catalytic 
reaction requires the usage of the rate of photon absorption in order to measure 
quantitatively the light-dependence of the rate of appearance or disappearance 
of any molecule. This leads to the so-called “intrinsic” kinetic formalisms. 
Unfortunately, the inherent complexity of photo-catalytic mechanisms, the 
stringent experimental conditions necessary for a meaninful interrogation of 
catalysts under illumination, as well as the limited support from theoretical tools 
make the knowledge of kinetic constants of relevant kinetic steps unfeasible. 

Figure 15. Schematic representation of photo-catalytic observables, key concepts in present 
procedures for measurement/calculation, and current and future challenging issues. Acronysms: 
P.Y. Photonic yield; Q.E. Quantum efficiency; G.E. Global Efficiency. See text for symbol meaning 
and details.
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Thus, rather than specific kinetic constant values, the current state of the art 
provides numerical information about parameters with functional dependence 
of kinetic and adsorption constants as well as the primary quantum yield. In the 
case of mechanisms dominated by hydroxyl/holes/superoxide radicals (the 
majority of the previously reported in the literature), these parameters can be 
used to analyze on quantitative basis the performance of a catalyst along a series 
of samples. Specifically, independently of the reaction mechanism of the reac-
tion, information can be obtained about the nature and number of charge 
carriers reaching the surface of a catalyst and involved in chemical species 
with respect to those recombining. Also, exploiting the analysis of selectivity 
of the photo-catalytic reaction, we can obtain a relationship between the kinetic 
constants of the radical attack to the target, initial molecule, and any stable 
intermediate. The review shows how the mentioned information(s) can be 
confronted with spectroscopic studies. In this way, using the overall kinetic 
analysis, the type of radical species involved in kinetically relevant steps can be 
unveiled. In addition, the (possible) kinetic control of the reaction products 
(selectivity) can be validated and quantified. The latter is particularly important 
to understand the physico-chemical control of selective reactions like partial 
oxidation or reduction processes, or the potential ways to drive selectivity in 
complex reactions like CO2 reduction.

Figure 15 summarizes the main findings of this contribution. Due to the 
inherent complexity of the light–matter interaction taking place under 
a photo-catalytic reaction, the measurement, analysis, and interpretation of 
the corresponding (catalytic) observables is significantly more complex than in 
conventional catalysis. However, the rigorous bases to carry out such task(s) 
are clearly established, and general procedures to obtain exact and robust 
values for assessing photo-activity are in place and available to the researchers. 
This particularly concerns the calculation of the photon rate of absorption as 
a central tool in this quest (a yellow box highlights this issue in Figure 15). 
Both the key issues/formulas/procedures for obtaining the observables and 
remaining challenging points (highlighted using blue letters) have been sum-
marized in this section and are schematically presented in the green-blue box 
of Figure 15. Moreover, significant advancement in the research field, parti-
cularly (i) to define the active center of the reaction and photo-catalytic 
mechanisms, and (ii) to introduce novel (from operando spectrocopies and 
TD-DFT) information in kinetics schemes (red box in Figure 15), can be 
achieved in the near future and must pave the way for improving our current 
understanding of photo-catalysis through critical contributions to the assess-
ment of photo-activity, a central stone of the photo-catalytic field.
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